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FOREWORD 
This final report covers the work performance by the Wasatch 
Division of Thiokol Chemical Corporation under Contract NAS3-10287 
from 1 Jul 1967 through 28 Feb 1969. This work was initiated by the 
Chemical and Nuclear Rocket Processing Section (Project 16083), 
under the administration of Mr. J. J. Notardonato of Lewis Research 
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44135. 
The program was conducted under the direction of Mr. T. Walker, 
Program Management, with Mr. C . W. Vogt, Structural Design, per-
forming the design tasks and technical coordination. The following ' 
personnel were principal contributors to the program: 
Mr. C. S. Wright and D. C. Youngkeit, Filament Winding 
Mr. R. E. Warner, Tool and Facilities 
Mr. E. H. Dunn, Test 
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ABSTRACT 
During the period between July 1967 to March 1969, a p r ogram to develop 
technology for the design and fabrication of a 260 - in. (6.6 m) diameter fiberglass 
motor case was successfully completed. During the course of the program, tech-
nology specifically in the areas of skirt attachment and aft dome designs was investi-
gated. Skirt loads up to 17,900 lb/ in. (approximately 3.06 meganewtons/ meter, 
MN/ m) and domes with port openings up to 70 percent of chamber diameter were 
successfully demonstrated. 
The program consisted of two primary tasks: (1) the design and fabrication 
of ten 18-in. (0.457 m) diameter subscale vessels, and (2) the design and fabrication 
of one 54-in. (1. 372 m) diameter vessel with a 70 percent aft port opening and a 
15, 000 lb/in. (2.6 MN/ m) minimum skirt load . All vessels were filament wound 
with epoxy impregnated S-994 glass roving. Both helical and planar winding patterns 
were evaluated. In conjunction with the polar winding pattern, aft dome s with tape 
reinforcements and cut openings were evaluated. 
The test results from the 18-in. diameter subscales correlated, in general, 
with theoretical predictions , indicating the feasibility of a 54-in. diameter vessel 
design having a planar winding pattern with a cut dome opening. The 54-in. vessel 
was fabricated and tested, successfully demonstrating a skirt loading of 17 , 900 
Ib/in. (3.06 MN/ m) at a pressure of 5, 860 psig (40.4 MN/m2g). 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FILAMENT-WOUND 
CASE DESIGN FOR SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET 
MOTORS IN THE 260-INCH DIAMETER CLASS 
By C. W. Vogt 
Thiokol Chel'!lical Corporation 
Wasatch Division 
SUMMARY 
This report constitutes the final report for NASA Contract No. NAS 3-10287 
"Development of Filament-Wound Case for Solid Propellant Rocket Motor." The 
task of this program was to develop technology applicable to the design and fabri-
cation of a 260-in. (6.6 m) diameter filament wound rocket motor case. The pro-
gram was conducted from July 1967 to March 1969 and included the design and 
fabrication of ten 18-in. (0 .457 m) diameter vessels and a 54-in. (1. 372 m) diame-
ter subscale motor case with a potential 260-in. configuration. 
The 18-in. diameter vessels consisted of three helical and eight planar 
wound designs with L/D ratios of 3 and 5. A maximum skirt loading of 13,500 lb 
per circumferential in. (2.36 MN/m) at an internal pressure of 6,150 psig 
(42.4 MN/m2g) was obtained from a planar wrapped vessel with an aft dome having 
a 70 percent port opening and tape reinforcements around the opening. A helical 
vessel with no aft dome reinforcements obtained a skirt loading of 12,400 lb/in. 
(2.17 MN/m) at an internal pressure of 5, 620 psig (38.7 MN/m2g). Five vessels 
failed prematurely: three due to skirt rupture, one in the aft dome, and one due to 
excessi ve bladder leakage. 
During the 18-in. diameter test effort, it was demonstrated that the planar 
wound vessels with the reinforced aft dome were the most efficient and the simplest 
type to wind. Therefore, it was selected for the 54-in. diameter vessel design. 
The 54-in. diameter vessel was designed to an L/D ratio of 3, with a 70 percent 
aft port opening and a skirt load of 15, 000 lb/in. (2.6 MN/m) at an internal pres-
sure of 5, 000 psig (34. 5 MN/ m 2g). 
The actual 54-in. diameter vessel had a length of 160 in. (4.064 m) and an 
outside diameter of 55. 1 in. (1. 40 m). The aft polar boss had a port opening of 
37.1 in. (0.942 m) and included threaded holes for the hydrotest closure attachment. 
The vessel successfully went through a 3-min proof cycle held at 4, 000 psig 
(27.6 MN/m2g) prior to burst, which occurred at 5,860 psig (40.4 MN/m2g). Failure 
occurred in the aft dome, in which the hoop wrap at midcylinder had a filament stress 
of 375,000 psi (2.59 GN/m 2). The total thrust load just prior to burst was 3.0 x 10 6 Ib 
(1. 36 x 106 kg), which subjected the skirt to a compressive load of 17,900 lb/in. 
(3.06 MN/m). 
1 
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The design configuration for a 26o-in. diameter case,as demonstrated by 
the 54-in. diameter subscale case,was based on state-of-the-art design techniques 
and materials. A 260-in. diameter design with an Lin ratio of 5 and the same 
geometric configurations as the 54-in. vessel would have an estimated minimum 
performance factor of O. 50 x 106 in. -Ib / lb (0.13 MN m / kg) , which is far superior to 
the performance of an equivalent all steel vessel. The only foreseeable restrictions 
to a fiberglass design as applied to a 260-in. diameter motor are the time and money 
required to develop the necessary fabrication, and handling techniques to install the 
glass roving material with the necessary control to obtain the high performance com-
posite structure. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fiberglass has proven to be an efficient structural material for solid fuel 
rocket motor cases. It has been used on motor cases up to 156 in. (approximately 
4 m) in diameter, both segmented and monolithic, with both types successfully fired 
and demonstrated as being state-of-the-art designs. Currently both the Minuteman 
and Poseidon missile systems employ fiberglass motor case components, which is 
further evidence that fiberglass should be considered as candidate material for 
motors in the 260-in. (6.6 m) diameter class, especially where greater reliability 
with a reduction of weight is desired. 
The objective of this program was to develop design and fabrication tech-
nology for a 260-in. (6.6 m) diameter fiberglass rocket motor case with an aft port 
opening varying from 50 to 70 percent of the chamber diameter and a forward skirt 
capable of carrying an axial compressive load of 15, 000 lb per circumferential inch 
(2.6 MN/m). 
The test media for this program consisted of ten l8-in. (0.457 m) diameter 
pressure vessels and one 54-in. (1. 372 m) diameter subscale motor case, all of 
which were designed to an ultimate internal pressure of 5,000 psig (34. 5 MN/m2g). 
The IS-in. vessels were used to evaluate winding patterns and structural configu-
rations in order to generate data for the design and configuration of the 54-in. 
demonstration motor case - the candidate subscale case design for a 260-in. diame-
ter motor. 
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18-INCH DIAMETER VESSELS 
Design 
The designs of the 18-in. (0.457 m) diameter vessels were based on the 
evaluation of large aft port openings and high forward skirt thrust loadings for 
filament wound motor cases. Of particular interest was the skirt attachment area 
and the dome shell structure around the large port openings. 
The three basic case designs were (1) helical-hoop wrap, (2) planar-hoop 
wrap, and (3) planar-hoop wrap with a tape reinforced aft dome and a cut dome 
opening. The three basic aft port openings were 50, 60 and 70 percent of the case 
chamber diameter with aft dome thrust relief to give the respective skirt loads of 
5,700, 8,000, and 11,000 lb per circumferential in. (1. 0, 1. 4, and 1. 9 MN/m) at an 
internal pressure of 5,000 psig(34. 5 MN/m2g). The vessel geometries and loadings 
that were evaluated are tabulated in Table I, and the 18-in. vessel designs are shown 
in Appendix A. The respective drawing numbers for each of the vessels are as follows: 
Vessell 9U4I359 
Vessel 2 9U4I36I 
Vessel 3 9U4I363 
Vessel 4 9U4I364 
Vessel 5 9U4I365 
Vessel 6 9U4I366 
Vessel 7 9U4I367 
Vessel 9 9U4I369 
Vessel 8 was identical to Vessel 5 except for an increase in the skirt wall 
thickness and additional tape reinforcements in the aft dome. IR & D No. 4 was 
not in the original program plan and was included at the latter part of Task I to 
obtain more data on the planar wrap design with a cut aft dome opening. 
Each of the I8-in. diameter vessels had its own primary design considerations, 
and the type of analysis as applied to these areas is shown in the following sections, 
using the various vessels as illustrative examples. 
4 
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TABLE I 
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR 18-IN. DIAMETER VESSEL 
Aft Boss Forward Boss Forward Skirt Compressive Load (b) 
Length Bore Dia Bore Dia 
Vessel ~a) (in. ) (mm) (in. ) (mm) i!!!J (mm) (lb/in. ) (MN/m) 
1 ( 1) 36 (914) 9.0 (229) 8.2 (208) 5,700 (0. 998} 
2 ( 1) 36 (914) 12.5 ( 318) 12.0 (305) 11,000 (1. 926) 
3 ( 3) 90 (2,286) 9.0 (229) 3.6 (91) 5, 700 (0.99 8) 
4 ( 3) 36 (914) 10.5 (267) 3.6 (91) 8,000 (1. 40 I) 
5 ( 3) 36 (914) 12.5 (318) 3.6 (91) 11, 000 (1. 926) 
6 ( 3) 36 (914) 12. 5 (318) 3.6 (91) Capped Ports (w/o skirts) 
c.n 
7 (2) 36 (914) 9.0 (229) 3.6 (91) 5,700 (0.998) 
8 (3) 36 (914) 12.5 ( 318) 3.6 (91) 11,000 (1. 926) 
9 ( 1) 90 (2,286) 12.5 (318) 8.2 (208) 11, 000 (1. 926) 
IR & D No.4 ( 3) 36 (914) 10.5 (267) 3.6 (91) 8, 000 (1. 401) 
aType of fabrication 
(1) Helical-hoop wrap. 
(2) Planar-hoop wrap. 
(3) Planar-hoop wrap with tape reinforced aft dome and cut dome opening. 
bThrust load at 5, 000 psig (34. 5 MN/m2g). 
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Case cylindrical section. - The vessels were wound with S-994-HTS con-
tiJ;lUOUS glass roving preimpregnated with medium temperature cured epoxy resin. 
The longitudinal wrap was either applied in a planar (polar) or a helical type winding 
pattern with the hoop wrap either interspersed or segregated, depending on design 
requirements . Based on past performance data , a glass tensile strength of 
360,000 psi (2.48 GN/m2) was selected for the ultimate filament strength. Figure 1 
depicts actual hoop burst fest data as a function of the hoop glass thickness and mean 
hoop wrap radius. The design ultimate for the polar and helical wrap was also estab-
li shed at 360, 000 psi. 
The two methods of analysis that were employed for the cylindrical section 
were: (1) the "netting" approach*, and (2) the treatment of the structure as a com-
posite elastic orthotropic shell. For low angles of longitudinal wrap (greater than 
o deg and less than 20 deg, 0-0.35 rad) and a balance** load pattern, the "netting" 
analysis has proven to be very adequate. However, as the angle ofthe longitudinal wrap 
increases and the magnitudes ofthe hoop and longitudinal strains differ, the Poisson's 
effects, which are a function of the resin matrix, become influential and mustbetaken 
into consideration. The equations used in these two approaches are as follows: 
"Netting" Analysis 
N<D 
teg + tcxg sin 
2 
a 
Elastic Orthotropic Analysis 
( 1) 
(2) 
aga = Eg (fcp cos2 a + (e sin2a) ( 3) 
age = Eg ~e 
1 ~N~ Ne (::~ (cp = t E -Il~cp Ee a cp 
*Only the filaments are assumed to carry the membrane loading. 
**Equal longitudinal and hoop strain. 
***Equation (5) is based on the assumption that negligible longitudinal load is 
carried by the hoop wrap due to crazing. 
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Figure 1. - Hoop Burst Test Data for S-994 HTS Filament Strength 
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The filament orientation of the longitudinal wrap is a function of the dome 
openings and vessel lengths. For helical designs the cylindrical wrap angle (Q) is 
established from the dome geodesic requirements at the cylinder-dome tangent plane 
which is defined as: 
. -1 
== Sin 
where RE is the radius of the dome opening and Rcyl is the radius of the cylindrical 
section. The wrap angle (a) may either equal ao where 0'0 is identical for the two 
domes or may be an average value where the ao is different for each dome. The 
planar wrap angle (a) for the polar wrap designs is a function of the two dome open-
ings (REA, REF) and the total dome-to-dome chamber length (LTOT) is as defined 
below: 
_ - 1 REA + REF 
a :::: tan LTOT 
The elastic properties (Ee, E'P' i-L'P e) for a balanced 8-994 glass epoxy resin 
laminate are a function of filament orientation and are shown plotted relative to the 
filament orientation in Figures 2 and 3 with the effects of crazing included. The 
equations used to determine these properties are depicted in References 1 and 2 and 
have been programed at Thiokol Wasatch Division on a high speed digital computer. 
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The wrap configurations and the method of analysis employed in the cylindrical 
section are shown in Table II for all the 18-in. diameter vessels. The two extreme 
wrap configurations were Vessel 2, with a 50-deg (0.87 rad) helical wrap pattern, 
and Vessel 3 with a 3. 5-deg (0.06 rad) planar pattern. 
Forward dome structure. - The forward dome contours were generated by the 
"netting" analysis, using a high speed digital computer. The dome shape is a function 
of the longitudinal wrap geometry in that the principal load vector is essentially main-
tained coincidental with the filament orientation. For the helical wrap designs the 
basic objective was to keep the dome shape as close to geodesic as possible in order 
to prevent filament slippage during fabrication and to maintain uniform filament 
stresses throughout the dome. The domes for the planar wrap designs, which were 
inherently nongeodesic, were shaped to keep the principal load vectors as close to 
the filament orientation as possible while keeping the hoop strains in the area of the 
tangent plane as small as possible. 
Helical wrap design: Vessels 1, 2, and 9 had helical winding patterns with 
the aft domes of Vessels 1 and 2 being true geodesics. The geodesic shape is a 
function of the filament orientation (ai) which is defined as: 
(13) 
where Rai is the radius of any point on the shell and Rcyl is the radius of the cylindri-
cal section. This geodesic requirement is maintained from the tangent plane to the 
inflection point, or to where the filament orientation becomes ~ 54 deg 45 min 
(0.958 rad) relative to the meridian. The advantage of the helical goedesic design 
is that there is essentially no winding slippage and that the vessel designs are not 
length limited. The greatest disadvantage to a true geodesic configuration is that 
the two dome openings must be identical. For a helical wrap design a general dis-
advantage is that the crossover areas inherent to the multicircuit pattern degrade 
the strength of the composite. 
The forward and aft domes of Vessel 1 were geodesic and had equal forward 
and aft dome openings. Vessel 2 also had geodesic domes, in that the forward dome 
had a geodesic filament pattern at the forward tangent line and a forward glass opening 
equal to that of the aft dome. However , due to the severe loading imposed by the 
forward boss on the dome shell , the basic dome shape was modified and the quantity 
of glass roving was increased. The forward and aft domes of Vessel 9 were not wound 
in a geodesic pattern in order to minimize the size of the forward opening. The limit-
ing factor was slippage during winding, and past experience has shown that a deviation 
from the geodesic angle at the tangent plane could be as high as 8.0 deg (0.14 rad) 
without inducing slippage during winding. The geodesic angle (a oA) for the aft dome 
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TABLE II 
CYLINDRICAL SECTION WRAP CONFIGURATION AND FILAMENT STRESSES FOR 18 -IN. DIAMETER VESSEL 
Longitudinal 
[p = 5,000 psig (34. 5 MN/ m2g)] 
No. No. Filament Hoop Filament 
Longitudinal Filament Longitudinal Filament 
of Hoop of Longitudinal Orientation stress at Midcylinder Stress at Tangent Plane 
stress at Midcylinder 
Vessel Plies(a) La;rers(b) ~ (rad) ~ (GN/ m2) ll!2D. (GN/ m 2) ~ (GN/ m 2) 
1 24 14 +34.5 (0.602) 343, 000 (l)c (2.36) 320 , 000 (2) (2.21) 250 , 000 (2) (1. 72) 
2 10 22 +50 (0. 873) 359,000 (2)d (2.48) 294,000 (1) (2.03) 190,000 (2) (1. 31) 
3 34 9 
.:3 (0.052) 333,000 (1) (2 . 30) 296, 000 (1) (2.04) 238, 000 (1) (1. 64) 
4 34 9 +9 (0 . 157) 329,000 (1) (2.27) 302, 000 (1) (2.08) 203,000 (1) (1. 40) 
5 34 9 +9 (0.157) 329,000 (1) (2 . 27) 272, 000 (1) (1. 87) 160 , 000 (1) (1. 10) 
6 34 10 +9 (0.157) 328, 000 (1) (2 . 26) 287, 000 (1) (1. 98) 28 7, 000 (1) (1. 98) 
-
7 34 9 +13 (0.227) 324,000 (1) (2.23) 311,000 (1) (2.14) 250 . 000 (1) (1. 72) 
8 35 10 +9 (0.157) 320 , 000 (1) (2 . 21) 245 , 000 (1) (1. 69) 144, 000 (1) (0 . 99) 
9 22 16 +42 (0.733) 335,000 (2) (2.31) 310, 000 (2) (2.14) 220 , 000 (2) (1. 52) 
ill & D No.4 34 10 +9 (0.157) 328,000 (1) (2.26) 272 , 000 (1) (1. 88) 183, 000 (1) (1. 26) 
aA hoop ply has 200 ends/ in. /ply (7, 874/m) . 
bA longitudinal layer has 406 ends/in. /layer (15 , 984/m). 
c(l) denotes "netting" analysis. 
~2) denotes orthotropic composite analysis. 
Wrap 
Sequencillg' 
Hoop overwrap 
Hoop overwrap 
Hoop overwrap 
Interspersed 
Interspe rsed 
Inter spersed 
Hoop overwrap 
Interspersed 
Hoop overwrap 
Intersperse d 
opening of Vessel 9 as calculated from equation (11) is as follows: 
-1 (REA_\ 
CXoA = sin \ RCYI) aft = sl
-n-1 7.00 d 00 d)' 
= 50 eg (0.87 ra mm 9.15 
A helical winding angle of 42 deg, 0.73 rad (8 deg, O. 14 rad, off geodesic) was 
selected to allow the diameter of the forward dome opening to be compatible with 
a 34-deg (0.60 rad) geodesic angle. From equation (11) the radius of the forward 
opening is: ) 
(REF fwd = RCylsin34' deg = 7.0 in. (178mm) 
Further reduction in the size of the forward opening would tend to compromise the 
design efficiency of the vessel. Additional helical wrap or tape reinforcements would 
be required in the resulting high stressed area around the forward boss , and the 
resulting dome shape would not be ideal for length-to-volume motor requirements. 
Polar wrap design: The remaining 18-in. diameter vessels were all wound in 
a polar pattern,and all essentially had identical forward dome profiles. The polar or 
in-plane wrapping pattern is very attractive due to the simplicity of winding and due 
to the fact that there are usually no multi-loop filament crossover points. The greatest 
disadvantage to this type of pattern is roving slippage during winding, which limits the 
total length of the vessel and the diameter of the polar openings. 
The planar wrapped vessels all had 30 percent dome (glass) openings. The 
contour of the dome was a function of the planar wrap angle (a) with the dome shape 
established by a modified version of the "netting" analysis. Due to dome distortions 
during pressurization and the low tensile strength of the shell structure in the hoop 
direction near the tangent plane, the "netting" analysis has been modified to establish 
contours that will give a slightly negative hoop load bias at low pressures. The shell 
deforms as a function of increasing pressure and the initial negative hoop strain 
becomes slightly positive. Strain gage data reveals that for shell structure with a 
filament orientation of less than 30 deg (0. 52 rad) relative to the meridian, crazing 
will initiate at a hoop strain of around 1 percent. The limitation on the extent of the 
dome contour modification is the magnitude of the initial negative hoop load bias which 
could cause possible crippling of the structure, or the resulting high meridional tensile 
loads in the area of the polar bosses which could cause filament rupture. 
Skirt attachment. - The forward skirt attachment design was identical for all 
vessels with only the length and thicknesses varied relative to the thrust loading. 
The thrust load in the skirt is transferred into the case through two elastomeric shear 
plies as shown in Figure 4. The percentage of the load taken out of the skirt by each 
shear ply is a function of the extensional stiffnesses of the case, skirt and overwrap 
structure, and the shear stiffness of each shear ply. The two primary modes of 
deflection are a result of the axial membrane strain in the longitUdinal wrap and the 
axial movement of the skirt. 
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The analysis used to obtain the basic equilibrium equations employs the 
shear lag principle where the elastomeric shear ply is considered the shear web; 
and the case, skirt and overwrap structure are considered axial stringers. The 
basic differential equations as presented in Reference 3 are as follows: 
d TR (cr A 
::) (tOR +Gax ) = dx EA 
d O'B 
- (TR + ~crs) (tOB !~x) = dx 
dO' A TR 
( 14) 
( 15) 
= -dx tA 
( 16) 
where the thickness of the shear ply (toR + ax) and the thickness of one of the 
stringers (toB + f3x) is a linear variable relative to distance (x) along the attachment 
area. These basic differential equations (14), (15), and (16) are programed on the 
digital computer and solved to determine the stress profiles along the attachment 
area. 
During case expansion a portion of the thrust load (N s1) and a portion of the 
load in the overwrap (POI) are transferred into the case longitudinal wrap as a 
function of axial shear distortion in the shear ply. The skirt is treated as being 
fixed at the thin end, allowing compressive deformation of the skirt structure. The 
remainder of the thrust load (Ns2) is transmitted from the skirt through the inner 
and outer shear ply as a function of the axial movement of the skirt relative to both 
the overwrap and longitudinal wrap structure. Figure 5 depicts the analytical models 
as applied to the two types of deformation. The axial and shear stresses along the 
length of the joint are calculated by the digital computer. 
The design and analysis of the Vessel 8 skirt attachment area is typical to 
that of all vessels. The elastic properties and structural geometry data for Vessel 8 
that were entered into the digital computer are as follows: 
Skirt 
t1 = 0.05 in. (1. 3 mm) 
t2 = 0.54 in. (13.7 mm) 
E<p 4.1 x 106 psi (28.3 GN/m2) 
15 
L ______________ _ 
SKIRT TAPER 
FIXED 
END 
OVERWRAP 
FILLER 
~--=:~~~~~~~~~~::::=r--~~--T~' FIXED END 
N<P CASE LONGITUDINAL f-
INNER SHEAR PLY 
INNER SHEAR PLY 
X=O 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS @ X = 0 TF = 0 
CASE EXPANSION 
OVERWRAP 
OUTER SHEAR PLY 
CASE 
LONGITUDINAL 
WRAP 
SKIRT MOVEMENT 
FIXED END 
Figure 5. - Skirt Attachment Analytical Models 
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Overwrap 
t 0.24 in. (6.1 mm) 
E<p = 3.0 x 106 psi (20.7 GN/ m 2) 
Longitudinal wrap 
t = 0.14 in. (3.6 mm) 
O! 
E = 6.6 x 106 psi (45.5 GN/ m 2) 
O!<p 
Axial strain 
--_. - -
x = L2 0.024 in. /in. (4.2 N/ m) 
x = L1 = 0.019 in. /in. (3.3 N/m) 
x = 0 0.013 in. /in. (2.3 N/ m) 
Outer shear ply 
t = 0.06 in. 
G = 300 psi (2.1 MN/ m 2) 
Inner shear ply 
t1 0.03 in. (10.8 mm) 
t2 = 0.27 in. (6.9 mm) 
G = 300 psi (2.1 MN/ m2) 
Filler ply 
to 0.03 (0. 8 mm) 
t1 = 0.14 (3.6 mm) 
G = 300 psi (2.1 MN/ m2) 
Joint length 
L1 = 3. 0 in. (76 mm) 
L2 .= 15.0 in. (381 mm) 
17 
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The axial strain in the longitudinal wrap is a result of an iterative process where 
the transfer of the thrust load is first approximated and then corrected by several 
runs on the computer. 
The final results from this analysis are summarized below, where the loads 
are as defined in Figure 5. 
The loads transmitted by the inner shear ply and filler as a result of case 
expansion between the distances: 
x = 0 and x = L1 Ns1 = 1, 150 lb/ in. (0.201 MN/ m) and 
POl = 370 lb/in. (0.065 MN/ m) , 
x = L1 and x = L2 Ns1 4, 680 lb/ in. (0.819 MN/ m), 
thus giving a total load of Ns1 = 5,830 lb/ in. (1. 02 MN/ m) and 
POl 370 lb/in. (0.065 MN/ m). 
The relative load transfer through the inner and outer shear ply is: 
P 02 = O. 72 N s2 
Ncp2 = 0.28N s2 
The net resulting loads at 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/ m 2g) as a result of super-
imposing the two loading conditions are as follows: 
N = 11, 000 lb/in. (1. 9 MN/ m) 
s 
Ns2 = 5, 170 lb/in. (0.905 MN/ m) 
P02 = 3, 720 lb/in. (0.651 MN/ m) 
Po = 3, 350 lb/in. (0.586 MN/ m) 
Ncp2 = 1, 450 lb/ in. (0.253 MN/ m) 
The shear stress profile in the two shear ply is shown plotted in Figure 6 as a 
function of the axial distance along the joint. The discontinuity bending and shear 
loads have negligible effects on the shear stresses in the shear ply. 
The critical area in the skirt attachment area is at the leading edge of the 
inner shear ply. As shown in Figure 6, the shear stresses in the NBR peak out in 
this area to a stress of 800 psi (5.5 MN/ m2). Test data on NBR-epoxy/ glass lap 
shear bonds with at least a 1,000 psi (6.9 MN/ m2) lateral compressive load bias 
has demonstrated an ultimate lap shear joint strength of 1,000 psi, a value 
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Figure 6. - Vessel 8 Skirt Shear Ply, Shear Stress Distribution 
relatively independent of lap length. Therefore, the theroretical margin of safety 
for the joint was: 
MS = -1 1,000 -1 = 800 + o. 25 
Skirt structure. - All 18-in. diameter vessels (with the exception of Vessel 6) 
had forward skirts. The skirt designs fell into three basic categories in accordance 
with the design thrust loads. These basic loads were 5,700, 8,000, and 11,000 lb/ 
circumferential in. (1. 0, 1. 4, and 1. 9 MN/ m) which, along with the discontinuity 
bending moments, governed the skirt thickness requirements. 
Each skirt was evaluated with respect to both buckling and material fracture 
criteria. It was found that the latter was more critical as a result of the high dis-
continuity bending moments in the skirt in the area adjacent to the case. The skirt 
compressive fracture strengths in the axial direction were first determined from 
test specimens per ASTM D695, neglecting the effects of hoop crazing. On Vessels 2, 
4, and 5 the minimum axial compressive strength (70,000 psi or 483 MN/ m2) as 
determined from ASTM D695 was used as the material ultimate for the maximum 
axial stress ( (lip max) in the skirt: 
6M 
+ 
However, on Vessels 2, 4, and 5 it was vividly demonstrated by premature skirt 
failures that the design strength criteria must also include the effects of the hoop 
strain as induced by case expansion. The tensile hoop stress not only adds to the 
total stress field, but also causes some crazing in the longitudinal layers which 
degrades the structural strength in the axial direction. 
Prior to the design of Vessels 8 and 9. a new material fracture criterion 
based on the maximum work theory was applied to the skirt structure. This approach 
for determining the material strength criteria is presented in Reference 4 and has 
been widely used in recent years, specifically on boron-epoxy and boron-glass-epoxy 
composites for aircraft application. The maximum work theory as applied to a plane 
stress condition in a typical ply of longitudinal wrap is as follows: 
(
CJ
x) 2 (1 1 1 ) (CJy )2 (Tx) 2 
- - - - + -- - -- CJx CJy + - +...35:X. = 1 Fx F 2 F 2 F 2 F F s 
x y z y 
where the field of plane stress in the longitudinal ply is shown on the following page . 
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Since the material ply strength in the y and z plane is essentially the same, 
equation (17) reduces to the following failure criteria where a total value exceeding 
unity denotes failure: 
The stresses in the x and y planes are obtained from the standard transformation 
equations 
(Jx = (J<p cos2 a + (Je sin2 a 
(Jy = . 2 (Jep sm a 2 +(Je cos a 
Txy = - ((J<p - (Je) sin a cos a 
The analysis performed on Vessel 8 is typical to that performed on vessels 
subsequent to Vessel 5. The approach used to determine the moments and shears 
in the case and skirt structure was based on a shell discontinuity analysis. This 
analysis was performed with the aid of the digital computer , which was used to 
compute the elastic material properties and free body influence coefficients. The 
resulting equations for the radial deflections and rotations were equated and solved 
for the internal bending moments and transverse shears. 
The breakdown of the Vessel 8 structure into the basic free bodies and the 
tabulation of the elastic properties for each are shown in Figure 7. These properties 
and body geometries were put into the digital computer from which the theoretical 
deflections and loads were obtained as shown plotted in Figure 8. 
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HOOP WRAP-eNO . 4 - NO . 12 LL SKIRT NO~3 ::: . :: ~ ~ 1_ _ iii I r- i 
N , ~Ul ---r: i A' : ; :; 4 : 4 - J POLA R HOOP WRAP 
1 NO . 3 
NO . 2 
r. OVERWRAP NO . 14 NO. 15 I ~ NO. 17 I NO. 16 I NQ.18 ~ NO . 19 NO . 22 NO. 20 NO. 21 NO. 23 NO. 24 ~ 
d..- NO 1 
(/ DOME 
FREE 
BODY 
NO . 
2 
3 
4 - 12(b) 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
COMPOSITE 
THICKNESS 
(tc.IN.) (mm) 
0.15 (3.8) 
0.15 (3.8) 
0 . 15 (3.8) 
0.54 (13.7) 
0.87 (22.1) 
0.83 (21. 1) 
0.90 (22.9) 
0.82 (20. 8) 
0.72 (1 8.3) 
0.64 (16.3) 
0.56 (14.2) 
0.56 (14.2) 
0 . 53 (13.5) 
0.47 (11. 9) 
0.41 (10.4) 
0.37 (9.4) 
*p 
COMPOSITE 
N ta 
a _ ~ 
lJ.epS - IJ.cpS P R/ 2 tc 
bEep = 4. 1 x 106 PSI (28. 3 GN/ m3) 
blJ. S = 0 23 
.p . 
COMPOSITE LONG. AVERAGE 
HOOP MODULUS I BEND . STIFFNESS I RADIUS 
(EA , PSI) (GN/ m 2) (4p. LB-IN.1 (MN m 3) (R. IN.) (mm) 
1. 6 x 106 (11. 0) 2 . 5xl03 (187) 8. 30 (210 . 8) 
1.6 (H.O) 2.5 (187) 8 . 35 (212.1) 
1.6 (11. 0) 2 . 5 (187) 8.37 (212.6) 
4.4 (30 . 3) 57 (4.270) 9 . 15 (232.4) 
4.8 (33.1) 50 (3.742) 9.20 (233 . 7) 
5 . 1 (35.2) 28 (2.096) 
4 . 9 ~33 . 8) 25 J1. 871) 
4.9 (33 . 8) 15 (1.123) 
5 . 0 (34.5) 10 (74 8) 
5 . 0 (34 . 5) 9 (671) 
5. 1 (35.2) 8 (599) 
5. 1 (3~2) 8 (599) 
5.1 (35.2) 15 (1.123) 
5.2 (35.9) 12 (898) 
5.3 (36.5) 10 (748) 
5.4 x 106 (37.2) 5 x 10 3 (374) 9.20 (233.7) 
Ns = 11. 000 LB/ IN. (1. 9 MN/ m) 
p = 5.000 PSIG (34 . 5 MN/ m2g) 
LENGTH OF 
FREE BODY 
(L. IN.) (mm) 
0 . 20 (5.1) 
0 . 20 (5 . 1) 
0.667 (ea) (16.9) 
2.QO (50 . 8) 
2.00 (50.8) 
1. 50 (38.1) 
1. 50 (38.1) 
1. 00 (25.4) 
1. 00 (25.4) 
1. 00 (25.4) 
POISSON'S(a) EFFECT 
DUE TO LONG. STRESS 
E(/l = Eaep 
0 . 65 
0.65 
0.65 
0.066 
0 . 066 
0.058 
0.061 
0.065 
0.010 
0.078 
0.078 
0.069 
0.064 
0 . 073 
0.081 
Figure 7. - Ves sel 8 Forward Skirt-Case Junction Area 
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Figure 8 . Ve ssel 8 Skirt Junction Dis continuity Loads and Deflections [p == 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/ m 2g) ] 
The critical area is in the skirt structure between free bodies No. 5 and 6 
where the compressive stress is maximum in the outside layer of the longitudinal 
wrap. The stresses in this layer are obtained from equations (22) and (23). 
Eq,a (N
S 
+ 6
t
M
c 
) 
a cp = (Ecpt)c \ 
where (Ecpt)c is the total composite stiffness and Eacp and Ea e are the moduli of the 
longitudinal layers in the axial and hoop directions respectively. The skirt structure 
was made up ofinterspersed hoop and polar wrap with 50 percent of each by volume. 
The polar wrap orientation (a) was.:: 10 deg (0. 17 rad) , and the elastic modulus of 
a polar layer in each principal direction is as follows: 
Eae = 1.6 x 106 psi 
The principal stresses in the longitudinal wrap at 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/ m2g) are: 
acp = 7.2 [11 000 6 (830)l 
4.1 (0.54) , + 0.54 J = -66,000 psi (455 MN/ m2) 
= 2,300 psi (15.8 MN/ m2) 
The stresses in the x-y plane as calculated from equations (19), (20), and (21) are: 
ax = -66,000 cos2 10 deg + 2,300 sin2 10 deg = -64, 100 psi (442 MN/ m2) 
a = -66,000 sin2 10 deg + 2,300 cos 2 10 deg = 250 psi (1. 7 MN/ m2) y 
T xy = -(-66,000-2,300) sin 10 deg cos 10 deg = 11,700 psi (80.7 MN/ m2) 
Substituting these stresses into the maximum work failure criteria equation (18), 
the theoretical margin of. safety, equation (24), is based on material strengths as 
estimated from the Vessel 4 and 5 skirt failures by applying equation (14) to the 
failures. 
The strengths of the longitudinal ply as estimated from the Vessels 2, 4, 
and 5 skirt failures are: 
24 
(22) 
(23) 
"-~ _. - ." --
Fx = 72,000 psi (496 MN/ m2) (compressive) 
F y = 5,000 psi (34.5 MN/ m2) (tensile/ compressive) 
F s = 25,000 psi (172 MN/ m2) (in-plane shear) 
The margin of safety for the skirt structure with respect to the material fracture 
strengths can be obtained from equation (18) as rewritten in the form of equation (24): 
1/2 
MS = 1 ,- 1 
1/2 
= [f 64,100\2 _ 64,100 (250) 1 
\ 72,000) ( 72,000')2 + ~~~~or + ~~,,:~or]- 1 
1/2 
= [1. 00 1] - 1 = 0.0 
The margin of safety with respect to axial compressive buckling was based 
on the data presented in Reference 5. The buckling data was adapted to the skirt 
by using the orthotropic form of the classical buckling equation: 
1/2 
where the coefficient of buckling (C) was obtained from Reference 5 and is shown in 
Figure 9 as a function of the skirt R/t ratio. 
Vessel 8 
R/t = 16.9 
C = 0.48 1/2 
(]CR = 0.48 [4.4 (4.1)J = 120,000 psi (827 MN/ m2) 
16.9 
The indicated critical buckling stress «(]CR) of the skirt is higher than the fracture 
strength of the material ; therefore, the buckling strength of the skirts on Vessel 8 
and on the other 18-in. vessels was not considered critical. 
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Polar boss. - The forward polar boss on all vessels and the aft boss on 
Vessel 6 were all capped off, thus transmitting the full blowoff load into the glass 
shell. The aft boss of all vessels (with the exception of Vessel 6) were thrust 
relieved by a piston/closure fixture which virtually eliminates the blowoff load 
between the dome shell and the boss ring. 
The polar boss is critical in ring torsional stiffness and in flange bending 
strength. The boundary loading on the boss is a function of the closure attachment 
joint and the hoop foundation stiffness of the glass buildup over the boss flange. 
The internal loads of the ring were determined by a discontinuity type of analysis 
in which the free body radial deflections and rotations were equated to determine 
the internal bending and shear loads. 
A representative design is the Vessell and 9 forward boss and closure 
assembly shown in Figure 10. Both components were fabricated of AISI 4340 
steel and had threaded joint connections. The total blowout load (PT) at 5,000 
psig (34.5 MN/ m2g) on the boss with respect to the glass dome shell i s obtained 
from the following equation: 
2 
PT = p11' Ro 
= 5,000 11' (6.4)2 
= 643,000 lb (2.86 GN) 
The slope (IP) of the dome-boss interface relative to the case centerline was 
45 degrees (0. 79 rad). The pressure distribution between the glass buildup and the 
boss is a function of the composite hoop stiffness of the glass where the distortion of 
the boss tapered section is neglected. The radial deflection (wJ of the glass buildup 
relative to the boss is as follows: 
where: 
W := 
o N 
211' (INC) sin IP L 
i==l 
(INC) == Width of element (see Figure 8) 
IP = Slope of dome boss interface 
RI == Average interface radius of element 
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(27) 
12 , 60 IN. (320,0 mm) 
DIA POLAR BOSS 
(4340 STEE L) 
8 . 22 IN. (208. 8 mm) 
DIA 
OOME SHELL 
p 
SHEAR LIP 
THREADED 
JOINT 
N C cp, 
THREADED 
CLOSURE 
(4340 STEEL) 
9 . 70 IN, 
(246,4 mm) 
DIA 
Figure 10 . - Vessels 1 and 9 Forward Polar Boss and Closure 
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______ .J 
RE L = Radius of element centroid 
w = 643,000 
o 211 (0.20) sin 45 deg (5.49 x 106 ) 
= 0.132 in. (outward) (3.35 mm) 
The center of pressure at the glass buildup interface (RI) in the unpressurized 
position is: 
N=l1 ~Eae:J)J L 
i=l REL 
RI = N=l1 ~Eato L 
i=l REL 
5.49 
= 5.44 in. (138.2 mm) = 1. 009 
The reaction load (NR) between the boss and dome in the pressurized 
position is: 
_ 643,000 
- 271 (5.44 + 0.132) cos 45 deg 
= 26,000 lb/in. at <'.Rr +wo) =5.57 in. (141.5 mm) 
The deflection of the NBR buffer ply between the boss and the dome shell 
will also induce a surface shear loading on the boss, but its magnitude relative to 
that of the reaction loading is small. This loading (QR) may be approximated by 
considering the glass deflection (Wo)' the rubber shear modulus (G) and thiclmess (tR): 
Wo G (R~ =Rf) 
QR = 2 sin I/J tR RI 
_ 0.132 (300) (6.32-4.92) 
- 2 sin 45 deg (0. 09) (5.44) 
= 900 lb/in. (0.16 MN/m) 
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(0. 16 MN/ m) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
The two reaction loads, NR and ~, as obtained from equation (29) and (30) 
and the relative dome deflection, wo ' as obtained from equation (27) were used in 
the discontinuity analysis along with the relation that the rotation of the glass build-
up is equal to that of the boss. Figure 11 depicts the free body breakdown and a 
summary of the loads and deflections of Vessel 1 and 9 forward boss and closure. 
The critical stress areas in a typical polar boss-closure design are: 
1. Bending in the boss tapered section. 
2. Shear across the flange shear lip. 
3. Shear in the joint threads/or tension in the bolts. 
4. Bending in the closure shell. 
The theoretical stresses in the Vessel 1 and 9 polar boss and closure and 
those in the other 18-in. diameter vessels are summarized in Table III. The 
basic design configurations are shown in Figures 12 thru 14. All vessels, with 
the exception of Vessel 2, had a threaded type joint connection between the boss 
and closure. Vessel 2 had a bolted type joint because of the nature of the bending 
moments present in this area. The magnitude and direction of these moments 
would have opened up a threaded connection and caused failure in the threads. 
Cut-port aft domes. - An efficient way to fabricate a filament wound vessel 
with a large dome opening is to add reinforcements to the dome structure and cut 
the opening after vessel cure. This type of dome structure was evaluated on 
Vessels 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and IR & D No.4. The reinforcements were made up of 
unidirectional tapes, laid tangent to the opening diameter, and interspersed between 
the polar layers. 
The loads associated with a dome with a large polar opening are a combina-
tion of the pressure membrane loads and the discontinuity load generated at the 
polar boss and at the cylinder-dome tangent plane. Because of the relatively short 
free span area of the dome, there is considerable influence of the polar boss and 
cylindrical section on the shell behavior. Therefore, the dome shell must be 
treated as a composite orthotropic structure and analyzed by a discontinuity type 
of analysis. The two basic variables are the dome contour, which affects the 
membrane loads, and the composite elastic properties, as influenced by the addition 
of reinforcements. The critical area is the shell buildup over the polar boss. The 
hoop load in this area is induced primarily by the polar boss, while the meridional 
loading is a function of the meridional slope of the shell. The tapes are used to 
carry the hoop loading and thus the quantity of reinforcement may be estimated 
accordingly. The actual hoop stresses in this area can be determined from the 
results of the discontinuity analysis. The polar wrap carries the meridional 
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BOSS 
TAPERED -----e/If 
SECTION 
OOME SHELL 
OOME BUILDUP 
6,620 QM4 = D.6o = 11,000 LB/IN. 
(1. 926 MN/m) 
BOSS THREADED SECTION 
4 Q 
4 
CLOSURE 
END RING 
DISCONTINUITY LOAD AND DEFLECTION SUMMARY (p = 5,000 PSIG) 
M Q AR Ncp 
STATIO N (IN. -LB/ IN . )(MN/ m) (LB/ IN.) (MN/ m) (IN.) (mm) (LB/IN.) (MN/m) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
-280 (-1, 245. 502) +613 (0.107) -0.105 (- 2.667) +23,700 (4.150) 
-64 (-284 . 686) (a) Dome -0.129 (-3.278) --
Boss -0.005 (-0.127) 
- 6,630 (-29,491. 699) -2,570 (-0.450) +0 .0062 (-0.158) +9,270 (1. 623) 
(b) +15,900 (2.784) +0 .0013 (-0 .033) +9,270 (1. 623) 
+1, 180 (5,248. 900) +8,020 (1. 404) -0.00108 (-0.207) +27,200 (4.763) 
Figure 11. - Vessel 1 Forward Polar Boss and Clo8ure 
Load and Deflection Summary 
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Polar Boss 
Vessels 1 and 9 (Forward) 
Vessel 2 (Forward) 
Vessels 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
and IR & D No. 4 (Forward) 
~ Vessel 6 (Aft) 
aStresses insignificant. 
TABLE III 
POLAR BOSS AND CLOSURE STRESS SUMMARY FOR 18-IN. DIAMETER VESSEL 
Bending Shear 
(taEered section) (shear liE.l Joint Stress 
ill.tl (MN/m 2) ~ (MN/ m2) .i.E.2!2 (MN/ m2) 
140 , 000 (965.0) 24, 000 (166.0) 33,OOO-Thread (228.0) 
shear 
134, 000 (924.0) 14, 000 (96.5) 1l0,OOO-Bolt (758.0) 
tension 
37, 200 (257.0) 27,000 (186.0) 5,700-Thread (39. 0) 
shear 
(a) 80 , 600 (556.0) 50,OOO-Thread (345.0) 
shear 
Bending 
(cJ osure shell) Boss/ Closure 
~ (MN/ m2) Material 
130 , 000 (896 .0) 4340 Steel 
113, OOO (779 . 0) 4340 Steel 
(a) 2014-T6 
Aluminum alloy 
82, 500 (569.0) 4340 Steel 
Co» 
Co» 
16.7 IN. 
(424 mOl) 
DIA 
1-- ~ 
14.00 IN. 
"lmml 
/ SKIRT 
T 
12.00 IN. 
(304, 8 mm) 
DIA 
;rr=-
SHEAR LIP 
5 / 8 IN. 16 UNF 
(160 KSI) BOLT (30) 
(1. 103 GN/ m 2) 
< 'j \b_~ U--J 
O-RING 
CLOSURE 
(4340 STE E L) 
Figure 12. - Vessel 2 Forward Polar Boss and Closure 
~ 
I 
) 
w 
..,. 
n 
\ ~ DOME SHELL ~ \ r-SHEAR LIP 
POLAR BOSS 
8.00 IN. (2014-T6 
L~. ~ .-----.-
(2037~ mm) ALUMINUM ALLOy) 
DIA 
3.61 IN. 
(91. q mm) 
DIA 
I 
O-RING 
--CI,---
THREADED JOINT 
THREADED 
CLOSURE 
(2014-T6 
ALUMINUM 
ALLOy) 
Figure 13. - Vessels 3 thru 8 and IR & D No. 4 Forward Polar Boss and Closure 
5.50 IN. 
(139.7 mm) 
DIA 
CYLINDRICAL 
SHELL 
POLAR 
BOSS' 
TANGENT 
PLANE 
17.90 IN. 
(454 . 7 mm) 
OIA 
(4340 STEEL) 
12.50 IN. 
(317.'5'mm) 
OIA 
O-RING 
SHEAR LIP 
THREADED JOINT 
TIIREADED 14. 70 IN. 
CLOSURE (373.4 mm) 
(4340 STEEL) OIA 
Figure 14. - Vessel 6 Aft Polar Boss and Closure 
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membrane load and also reacts the discontinuity bending moments. As indicated, 
the design is iterative in nature in that a progressive change in contour and quantity 
of re:inforcement will yield an optimum design where the hoop, meridional, and 
interlaminar shear stresses are within design limits. The basic tradeoff is between 
a shallow dome with high discontinuities and meridional membrane loadings, and a 
long conical shaped dome with high hoop loading. 
IR & D No.4, a modified version of Vessel 4, was a symmetrically wrapped 
polar wound vessel with a 60 percent aft port opening and thrust relieved by a 10.8 in. 
(274 mm) piston. The aft dome was reinforced with unidirectional tapes and is a good 
representative example of a vessel with a cut-dome opening. 
The design of the aft dome structure was based on the tapes carrying the 
hoop load and the polar wrap carrying the meridional load with a shear load inter-
action between the two. Since the dome was highly thrust compensated, the hoop 
loading was predominant and the dome contour was primarily based on the tape 
filament orientation. The "netting" type of analysis was used to generate the dome 
contour as a function of the biaxial loading and tape filament orientation. Several 
contours were generated and evaluated with respect to the additional bending and 
shear loading imposed by the discontinuities around the polar boss and at the tangent 
plane. 
The elastic properties of the shell composite were derived from the two 
basic constituents, S-994 glass filament and E717 epoxy resin, and translated 
into the hoop and meridional directions as a function of the local filament orienta-
tions of both the polar wrap and tape reinforcement. The composite extensional 
and bending stiffnesses were based on the rule of mixtures as applied to a multi-
layered composite. The digital computer was used to determine the elastic 
properties and stiffness coefficients as required by the discontinuity analysis. A 
10 percent reduction in elastic properties associated with resin crazing was also 
taken into consideration. 
Figure 15 depicts the dome profile as broken into six free bodies. The 
length of a free body usually varies from two to four times the composite thiclmess, 
depending upon the change in hoop loading and elastic properties. The shell section 
over the polar boss is treated as a ring which is allowed to deflect radially but is 
assumed to rotate with the polar boss. The aft boss on this vessel was essentially 
fixed due to the extreme rigidity of the hydrotest fixture. However, since the 
dome shell has negligible effect on the boss-closure discontinuity, the rotation of 
the boss could have been obtained prior to the final shell discontinuity analysis if 
it was of significant magnitude. 
Table IV depicts the tape and polar thiclmesses and wrap angles, including 
the membrane loads along the periphery of the shell. Table V shows the average 
composite elastic properties and free body geometry data which was put into the 
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No.2 
FREE BO Y 
NO. 1 
r 
11.50 IN. 
(292 . 1 mm) 
DIA 
j 
No. 
AFT DOME SHELL 
(POLAR WRAP AND 
UNIDffiECTIONAL TAPES) 
No.5 No. 6 
No.4 
HOOP 
LAMINATE 
No.7 
18.06 IN. 
(458:7 mm) 
DIA 
POLAR/ HOOP 
LAMINATE 
AFT POLAR BOSS 
10.50 IN. (2rrl 
Figure 15. - IR & D Vessel No.4 Aft Dome Profile 
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TABLE IV 
AFT DOME CONSTITUENT PROPERTIES FOR IR & D VESSEL NO. 4 
[p = 5,000 psig (34. 5 MN/m2g)] 
Polar wrap,(a) Tap,e Layers(b) Membrane Loads 
Radius Slop,e Thickness Wrap, Angle Thickness Wrap, Angle Meridional Hoop' 
ili!J. (mm) ~ (rad) ll!U (mm) ~ (rad) 1!!!J. (mm) ~ (rad) (lb/in. ) (MN/m) (lb/in. ) (MN/ m) 
9.02 (229.1) 13 (0 . 227) O. 144 (3.657) 12.5 (0.218) 0.059 (1. 499) 43 (0.75) 14,700 (2.574) 1,610 (0.282) 
8. 95 (227.3) 17 (0.267) 0.147 (3.734) 14.0 (0.244) 0.075 (1. 905) 44 (0.77) 14,800 (2.592) 2,100 (0.368) 
8.75 (222.3) 24 (0.419) 0.151 (3.835) 16.0 (0.279) 0.094 (2.388) 45 (0.79) 15,000 (2.627) 3, 000 (0.525) 
8.46 (214.9) 35 (0.611) O. 159 (4.039) 18.5 (0.323) 0.117 (2.972) 47 (0.82) 15,400 (2.697) 5,000 (0.876) 
8. 14 (206.8) 45 (0.785) O. 168 (4.267) 20.0 (0.349) 0.147 (3.734) 50 (0.87) 15,800 (2.767) 8,900 (1. 558) 
Co) 7.77 (197.4) 52 (0.908) 0.178 (4.521) 22.0 (0.384) 0.185 (4.699) 53 (0.93) 16,000 (2.802) 14,000 (2.451) 
OD 
7.20 (182.9) 60 (I. 047) 0.196 (4.978) 25.0 (0.436) 0.235 (5.969) 60 (1. 05) 16,000 (2.802) 29,000 (5.078) 
0.80 (20.32) 65 (I. 135) O. 209 (5.309) 26.0 (0.454) 0.303 (7.696) 67 (I. 17) 16,000 (2.802) 65,000 (11. 382) 
6. 56 (166.6) 66 (1. 152) 0.221 (5.613) 27.0 (0.471) 0.384 (9.754) 70 (I. 22) 
6. 30 (160.0) 66 (I. 152) 0.231 (5.867) 28.5 (0 . 497) 0.238 (6.045) 78 (1. 36) 
Polar Boss lnterface 
6.00 (152.4) 66 (I. 152) 0.248 (6.299) 29.5 (0.515) 0.205 (5.207) 90 (1. 57) 
5.80 (147.3) 66 (1. 152) 0.258 (6.553) 30.0 (0.524) 0.175 (4.445) 90 (1. 57) 
aplanar wrap pattern. 
bGeodesic wrap pattern. 
l 
TABLE V 
IR & 0 VESSEL NO, 4 
AFT DOME FREE BODY GEOMETRY AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
Meridional Hoop 
Extensional Extensional 
Modulus(a) Modulus Poisson's 
Average Aver age _ Average E x 10-6 E x 10-6 Ratio (b) 
Free Body ThIckness, t RadiUS, R Slope, f/I rp e Length, L Type of 
No. .l.!.!!:.l (mm) lli:!.J. (mm) ~ (rad) .lP§.!l (MN/ m 2) .lP§.!l (MN/ m2) iJ. (£)e .li!h.l (mm) Free Body 
1 0.50 (12.7) 6. 5 (1 65) 66 (1. 51) 2. 6 (0.0179) 4.0 (0.0276) 0.40 1.50 (38.1) Ring 
2 0.46 (11. 7) 7.5 (191) 58 (1. 01) 3.1 (0 .0214) 2.4 (0.0165) 0.44 0.88 (22 . 4) 
3 0.32 (8. 1) 8.3 (211) 44 (0.77) 3.6 (0 . 0248) 1.8 (0.0124) 0.54 l.20 (30.5) 
f 
Curved 
4 0.26 (6.6) 8 .7 (221) 30 (0. 52) 4.2 (0 . 290) l. 7 (0.0117) 0.55 0.61 (15.5) Shell 
Segment 
C/.) 5 0.23 (5. 8) 9.0 (229) 19 (0.33) 4.7 (0.0324) 1. 6 (0.0110) 0.53 0.62 (15. 8) 
(D 
6 0.21 (5.3) 9.1 (2 31) 10 (0 . 18) 5.1 (0.0352) 1. 6 (0.0110) 0.49 0.72 (18. 3) 
Cyl 0.37 (9.4) 9 . 2 (234) 0 (0) 3.5 (0.0241) 5.1 (0 . 0352) 0.29 Semi- Cylinder 
infinite 
E t 3 
aMeridional bending stiffness (!\p) = 12 ( _: ) 
1 .pSiJ.Srp 
biJ.rp e is the r atio of the hoop strain to the meridional strain as induced by the meridional stress, iJ. em = iJ. .pe Ee 
.,.. Erp 
~, 
, 
, 
L_ 
digital computer. The final results of the discontinuity analysis are shown in 
Table VI. 
The critical area for a reinforced dome is around the polar boss. The glass 
stress in the tapes over the polar boss, where the tapes are oriented normal to the 
meridian (aT = 90 deg, 1. 575 rad) , is obtained from the following equation: 
AR 
CJ = ~ Eg Tg ~ 
= 0. 15 (12 4 106) 6.50 . x 
= 280,000 psi (1. 93 GN/ m2) 
The margin of safety (MS) is based on a glass filament strength for the tapes 
that is identical to that selected for the hoop and longitudinal wrap. 
F 
MS -..J:g - 1 
- CJ
Tg 
= 360,000 _ 1 
286,000 
= 0.26 
The glass stress in the polar wrap and tapes at the outside diameter of the 
polar boss is a function of the meridional and hoop loading. 
The composite meridional stress ( 0'<,0) on the outs ide surface of the shell 
at a radius of 7.0 in. (178 mm) and a slope (lj;) of 62 deg (1.09 rad) is: 
[6M + ~ + Q sin ¢ J 
0'<,0 = L t 2 t t 
= 6 (1,350) + 16,000 _ 2,020 sin 62 deg 
(0.45)2 0.45 0.45 
= 40,000 + 35,600 - 4,000 
= 71,600 psi (494 MN/ m2) 
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(31) 
(32) 
Station Bet ween 
Free F r ee 
Body No. Body No. 
2 
2 3 
3 4 
4 5 
5 6 
6 7 
, 
TABLE VI 
DISCONTINUITY ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR IR & D VESSEL NO.4 
[p = 5,000 psig (34. 5 MN/m2g)] 
Radial 
Moment Shear Rotation Displacement 
(M) (Q) ( Ae ) (AR) 
(in. lb/in . ) (MN/m) (lb/in . ) (MN/mm) ~ (rad) l!!!J. (mm) 
-1,350 (-6,005) - 2,020 (-0.354) o (input) (0) -0. 15 (-3.81) 
-570 (-2,535) -1,290 (-0.226) +0.94 (0.016) -0.14 (-3.56) 
+160 (711. 7) -430 (- 0.075) +1. 8 (0.031) -0.12 (-3. 05) 
+290 (1,289.9) -80 (-0 . 014) +0 . 50 (0.009) - 0.11 (-2 . 79) 
+240 (1,067. 5) +260 (0.046) - 1. 5 (-0.026) -0.11 (-2.79) 
-80 (-355.8) +660 (0.116) +2 . 5 (0.044) -0.14 (-3.56) 
SIGN CONVENTION 
.+M +M 
+N<p --f--i-------H--- +N<p 
I +QI ! ! +t t , t 
t +Q +<18) 
----- If 
+dR ~ 
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At the same location the composite hoop stress (0' e) is: 
= 70,000 psi (483 MN/ m2) 
Based on the two principal stresses obtained from equations (32) and (33), 
the resulting polar glass stress at the local polar filament orientation of.± 25 deg 
(0. 44 rad) is: 
0' = lap cos2 ap + O'e sin2 a p] Eg 
ag ~ Ee 
= 
r71,600 cos2 25 deg + 70,000 sin2 25 deJ 12.4 x 106 
[ 2.9x106 3.5x106 J 
= [0.020 + 0.004] 12.4 x 106 
= 300,000 psi (2.07 GN/ m2) 
and the tape glass stress at this location where the tape filament orientation is 
2:. 63 deg (1. 10 rad) can also be obtained from equation (34). 
= [71, 600 cos2 63 deg + 70,000 sin2 63 deg] 12.4 x 106 
2.9 x 106 3.5 x 106 
= [0.005 + 0.016J 12.4 x 106 
= 260,000 psi (1. 79 GN/ m2) 
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(34) 
The resulting margins of safety are: 
Polar Wrap 
Tape 
F 
MS =~ - 1 
0' ag 
MS 
MS 
360,000_ 1 300,000 
= 0.20 
F 
tuG' 
=-= - 1 
O'Tg 
360,000_ 1 = 260,000 
= 0.38 
The average meridional load (N wp) in the polar wrap is maximum at the 
outside diameter of the polar boss. Since the polar wrap terminates at the dome 
opening, the load (N aC{J) must be transferred into the tapes in double lap shear 
as a function of the constituent stiffnesses. The total load that must be transferred 
is determined as follows: 
N 
aC{J =N C{J 
6 16 000 (4.5 x 10 ) (0.20) 
, (2.9 x 106) (0.46) 
= 10,800 lb/in. (1. 89 MN/ m) 
There were nine polar wrap layers in the dome, therefore each polar layer trans-
mitted a meridional loading of 1,200 lb/in. (0.21 MN/ m) into the adjacent tapes over 
the polar boss. 
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(35) 
L __ . 
The meridional load transfer from the tapes into the polar wrap is maximum 
at the dome cylinder tangent line where the final three tape layers terminate. This 
load is a function of the component stiffnesses and is as follows: 
6 
= 14 700 (1. 9 x 10 ) (0.059) 
, (3.5 x 106) (0.20) 
2,400 Ib/in. (0. 42 MN / m) 
and with three tapes in double lap shear, each tape must transmit a loading of 
800 lb/in. (0.14 MN/ m) into the polar wrap. 
A glass/epoxy composite is capable of safely transmitting at least 2,000 
lb/ in. (0.35 MN/m) in single lap shear; therefore, loads as obtained from equation 
(35) are safe. 
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Fabrication 
The I8-in. diameter vessels were filament wound on sand polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) mandrels molded over a center steel shaft. The sand type mandrel was 
se lected because of its concrete-like hardness, simplicity of fabrication, and low 
cost. The skirt structure was prefabricated and installed on the case during case 
winding, while the rubber bladder was installed "green" prior to case winding. 
The skirt bond and the vulcanization of the bladder were all achieved during case 
cure. The details on the tooling configuration and vessel fabrication are discussed 
in the following subsections. 
Mandrel tooling. - The sand mandrel castings were made up of fine mesh 
silica sand with a PVA resin binder. The mixture formulation is as follows: 
Sand 100 parts 
PVA 25 parts 
Water 3.5 parts 
Methanol 1. 75 parts 
The resin was first dissolved into the water methanol solution and then added to the 
sand. The two ingredients were thoroughly mixed in a commercial type mechanical 
mixer prior to molding. 
The molds for the case consisted of both fiberglass and steel shells. The 
exact dome contours for each vessel were obtained by sweeping a thin layer of 
plaster inside the fiberglass shell as shown in Figure 16. The cylindrical section 
of the case was directly cast without the use of plaster. Both fiberglass and steel 
cylindrical molds were used during the course of the program, the latter being 
the recommended type . 
The sand was hand packed into the respective molds (all of which included 
center shafts) and each was oven dried for approximately 24 hr at 250 0 F (394 OK) to 
drive off the water and alcohol solvents. After drying, the mold shells were unbolted 
and split as shown in Figure 17 and the center shaft segments removed. The sand 
castings were then slipped onto a common center shaft. Figure 18 shows two 
dome segments installed. On longer vessels, such as Vessels 3 and 9, center 
cylindrical segments were installed between the dome segments. The segments 
were bonded together with a filled, ambient cured epoxy resin, and all defects 
in the sand casting were cleaned up with plaster. The complete sand surface was 
then covered with Teflon tape . 
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Figure 16. Plaster-Glass Mold with Sweep Template in Place 
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Figure 18. Sand Mandrel Halves Being Joined 
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The skirt mandrel consisted of a collapsible steel shell with end bulkheads 
and a center shaft. A thin shell of plaster was swept over the steel to a cylindrical 
contour haVing a local conical cutout for the shear ply . Teflon tape was used as 
the release agent between the skirt and the plaster. 
Case fabrication.- The IS-in. diameter subscale vessels were all filament 
wound with 20 end S-994 glass roving pre impregnated with epoxy resin. The roving 
(No. XF-7030) was procured from US Polymeric Inc where the Owens-Corning 
glass roving was impregnated with the medium temperature cure epoxy resin, 
E-717. All cases and skirts were wound at a tension of 10 lb (44.5 N) per roving 
and were cured at a glass-resin composite temperature of 300 + 10 ° F (422 + 5. 5°K) 
- -
for a durat ion of 6 hours. 
The skirt structure for all vessels was made up of equal amounts of 
interspersed hoop and polar wrap with the polar wrap wound at a planar wind angle 
of ~ 10 degrees (0.16 rad). The filament end density for the hoop and polar wrap 
was 200 to 205 ends/ in. / ply (7874 to S071 ends/ m/ ply). The inner skirt shear ply, 
made of Gen Gard V-45 rubber, was installed in the cutout area of the mandrel in the 
"green" condition prior to winding. The resin and V-45 were cured together, and the 
skirt structure was machined to the final configuration prior to mandrel removal. 
Figure 19 shows the cross section of the skirt composite on the mandrel with the 
machining cuts indicated. The mandrel was removed by disassembling the bulkhead, 
collapsing the steel shell, and breaking away the plaster from the skirt. 
The case mandrel was covered with a 0.03 in. (0. S mm) thickness of "green" 
V-45 rubber. The original program plan called for a polyisoprene rubber bladder, 
which was actually installed on Vessels 1, 2, and 3. Test results indicated that 
the polyisoprene to fiberglass bond was poor and resulted in leakage in each of 
these vessels. On Vessel 4 and subsequent vessels the bladder material was 
changed to V-45 which worked perfectly. The polar boss and skirt shear ply 
material for all vessels was also V-45 rubber. The polar bosses were installed 
over the bladder material and attached to the shaft. rlGreen" V-45 was installed 
in the shear ply area of the boss, and the complete rubber surface was wiped 
down with methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). The polar bosses were also thoroughly 
cleaned with MEK and brushed with one coat of Chemlok-220 adhesive in the 
bladder and shear ply bonding areas prior to boss installation. Vulcanization of 
the bladder and shear ply to the bosses occurred during case cure. 
The unidirectional tapes used to reinforce the aft domes of the vessel with 
cut-dome openings were made on a flat flip-flop steel mandrel. The steel plate 
was covered with Teflon film and a single ply of roving was wound over the plate to 
an end density of 240 ends/ in. / ply (9449 ends/ m/ ply). Adhesive-backed paper was 
applied at the two trim edges of the mandrel prior to cutting off the reinforcements. 
The paper backing prevented the rovings from separating after removal from the 
mandrel. 
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Figure 19. - Skirt Structure on Mandrel 
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Vessels 1, 2, and 9 were helically wound on a small McClean-Anderson 
constant-angle helical winding machine in the horizontal position. A two circuit 
pattern was used on these three vessels,which was based on the LID ratio of the 
case cylinder tangent-line to tangent-line length. The roving was dwelled at the 
polar bosses to made the circuitry on the domes compatible to that in the cylinder. 
The remaining seven 18-in. vessels were polar wound on an Accurate 
planar winding machine. The vessels were wound in the vertical position, aft end 
up, to facilitate the installation of the aft dome reinforcement. The vessels which 
required reinforcements had the aft polar bosses submerged into the mandrel to allow 
the polar winding pattern to cross over the aft dome and close at the same tangential 
radius as that of the forward dome . The tape reinforcements were laid up tangent 
to the diameter of the desired cut opening and were hand pressed into place along 
a geodesic path on the dome. The tape layers were trimmed with the aid of a 
template at the specified true length location along the contour from the tangent 
plalle. Figure 20 shows the basic tape reinforcement layup configuration over 
the polar wrap during fabrication. 
The hoop wrap was interspersed with the polar wrap on all vessels having 
the tape reinforcements with the exception of Vessel 3. The number of hoop plies 
per layer was established by the tape layer thicImesses at and near the aft tangent 
plane. By making the hoop and tape layers thicImesses equal, the contour of the 
polar layers was maintained smooth and continuous. In addition, the intersperse-
ment of the hoop wrap strengthened the polar wrap laminate in the hoop direction 
making it less critical with respect to crazing along the plane of the filaments due 
to the hoop strain. This crazing in the polar wrap, along with the poor polyisoprene 
bladder, created a premature failure in Vessel 3. Severe leakage occurred at the 
forward tangent line due to water entering the large crazed areas in the region of 
the skirt attachment. 
Upon completion of winding of the longitudinal wrap (polar or helical), the 
prefabricated skirt structure was installed. Locally aft of the forward tangent the 
cases have a conical section to mate up with the skirt. The contact surface of 
the inner shear ply, which is vulcanized to the skirt structure, was thoroughly 
cleaned with a high speed emery abrasive wheel and wiped with MEK. Liquid epoxy 
resin (Union Carbide ERL-2774), which is compatible with the U.S.P. E-717, was 
applied to this surface of shear ply prior to skirt installation in order to reduce 
sliding friction and to thoroughly wet both bonding surfaces. An axial load sufficient 
to cause full contact of the bonding surfaces was applied to the skirt during installa-
tion. Upon completion of winding the case, the preload of the skirt fixture was 
relaxed so that the skirt would not move during cure. 
After installation of the skirt, the outer shear ply and filler ply, (V-45 
rubber), were laid up "green" in the prescribed area, and a layer of 8-994 fabriC, 
style S/34-901, was placed over the rubber with the "fill" yarn oriented parallel 
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to the case axis. The overwrap structure consisted of hoop roving and S/34-901 
glass fabric, 50 percent of each by volume. The fabric in the overwrap was 
terminated in the area just aft of the filler ply, while the layers of hoop wrap were 
terminated along the cylinder anywhere from the filler ply to the aft tangent plane, 
depending on design requirements. The cases were then placed in the oven for 
cure in the vertical position, aft end up. No vacuum bagging or debulking wrap 
was required because the compaction of the polar wrap was sufficient to debulk 
the aft dome tapes, and the hoop wrap was sufficient to debulk the overwrap and 
polar layers. 
After cure, the case-mandrel assembly was put into a lathe where the skirt 
face and aft dome opening (Vessels 3 thru 5, 8, and rn. & D No.4) were machined. 
The mandrel was taken out of the case by disassembling the polar boss and skirt 
fixtures, removing the center shaft, and injecting water onto the sand- PYA casting. 
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Testing 
The 18-in. (0.457 m) diameter vessels were hydrostatically tested using 
water as the pressurizing media, with a positive displacement pump supplying the 
pressure head. All vessels were tested in the enclosed Wasatch Division hydro-
test facility . and all vessels with the exception of Vessel 6 were fixtured, forward 
skirt down, in the thrust simulation fixture. The vessels were mounted to the 
existing hydrotest fixture with an adapter base structure. The simulated thrust 
load in the skirt was induced by a piston/cylinder arrangement attached to the aft 
boss of the vessel. The thrust load was transmitted from the piston into the bearing 
plate and through the columns to the skirt. Figure 21 shows Vessel 9 set up for 
testing with all fixtures installed. 
During the tests the positive displacement pump was run at maximum capacity. 
The test plan called for a minimum pressurization rate of 550 psig (3.792 MN/m2g) 
per minute, which was essentially met for all vessels with the two major exceptions 
being Vessels 3 and 9. These two vessels were 90 in. (2.286 m) in length , and the 
flow requirement for the makeup water limited the average maximum pressurization 
rate to 268 psig (1. 848 MN/m 2g) per minute. Eleven tests were performed and six tests 
included the full proof cycle with a pressure hold of 3 min at 4.000 psig (27.57 MN/m2g). 
The actual pressurization rates are summarized in Table VII for both the proof and 
burst cycles. As indicated in Table VII, Vessel 2 was tested twice as a result of a 
repair made to the damage which was incurred during the first test. 
The instrumentation on each 18-in. diameter vessel consisted of 10 strain 
gages and three extensometers, with the locations established by the critical design 
features on the vessel. The primary areas of interest were: 
1. Hoop and meridional strain in the forward dome. 
2. Hoop and axial strain in the skirt. 
3. Hoop and meridional strain in the aft dome. 
4. Axial strain in the overwrap. 
5. Hoop and axial strain in the cylindrical section. 
High elongation strain gages with a special Thiokol acetate backing were used 
successfully to measure strain in all parts of the vessel. The only area where strain 
gages have proven useless is in the measurement of the axial strain in the case 
cylindrical section. A strain gage installed in the axial direction on the hoop over-
wrap is subject to erroneous pickups due to the crazing. This crazing, which occurs 
in the direction of the hoop filament, tends to rupture the gages; therefore, the axial 
strain was measured with extensometers only. These extensometers were also used 
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Figure 21. Vessel 9 Installed in Hydrotest Bay 
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Vessel 
1 
2 
(Test No. 1) 
2 
(Test No. 2) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IR & D No.4 
TABLE VII 
18-IN. DIAMETER VESSE L HYDROSTATIC TEST 
PRESSURIZATION RATES 
Proof C,Ycle 
(MN/m2g/s) 
Burst C,Ycle 
(MN/m2g/s ) (psig/min) (psig/min) 
750 (0. 0862) 750 (0. 0862) 
790 (0. 0907) 
760 (0.0873) 985 (0.1131) 
267 (0. 0307) 
506 (0. 0582) 
606 (0. 0696) 
583 (0 .0670) 
750 (0. 0862) 760 (0. 0873) 
690 (0. 0793) 816 (0.0938) 
270 (0. 0310) 268 (0.0308) 
638 (0.0733) 606 (0. 0696) 
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to measure the circumferential case growth and the axial movement of the forward 
polar boss relative to the leading edge of the skirt. 
In order to minimize damage to the extensometers, they were removed after 
the proof cycle prior to burst. The strain gages were retained during the burst 
cycle, and it was found that the destruction of the gages going through the two pres-
surization cycles was surprisingly small. The only exceptions were the hoop gages 
at mid cylinder , which tended to fracture at the higher strain levels due to the 
crazing of the hoop overwrap. 
Vessel Design Evaluation 
Of the 11 tests that were conducted, six entailed both a proof and burst cycle. 
From the vessels that did not make it through the proof cycle, two inadequate design 
areas were discovered. Two vessels demonstrated a critical skirt design, and 
another vessel demonstrated an inadequate bladder material. However, both problems 
occurred early in the task, which allowed time to correct these marginal areas. By 
the completion of this task, sufficient data had been generated to design a 54-in. 
(1. 372 m) diameter subscale version of a 260-in. (6.6 m) diameter motor case. 
Table VIII shows a summary of the actual vessel configurations that were 
tested. The data shown in this table also include actual thicknesses, densities, and 
resin contents that were measured after hydrotest. A summary of the actual test 
results is shown in Table IX with stresses and performance parameters calculated 
as a function of the pressure at failure. 
The important data obtained from each of the vessels are summarized in the 
following subsections. 
VesselL - Vessell was helically wound with equal geodesic dome contours 
and equal openings that were about 54 percent the size of the chamber diameter. 
The three primary areas of interest in the Vessel 1 test were: (1) the skirt attach-
ment design, (2) the strain behavior of the helical wrap in both the cylindrical section 
and forward dome, and (3) the strength of the hoop overwrap in the cylinder. 
Vessel 1 failed during the burst cycle at a pressure of 5,595 psig (38.58 MN/ 
m2g). Failure occurred in the hoop wrap as shown in Figure 22, with all other areas 
structurally intact except for the aft polar boss. As a result of failure, the thrust 
simulation piston slammed down against the housing and fractured the boss. This 
test was the first evaluation of the skirt attachment design, and a post-test inspection 
of this area revealed no potential problem areas. 
The behavior of the helical wrap was predicted by both the "netting" and 
orthotropic composite analytical techniques. It was found that the strain behavior 
of the forward dome, midway between the tangent plane and outside diameter of the 
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00 
Case 00 (Basic Cyt) (in.) 
(mm) 
Case Length (Face to Face of Bosses) (in.) 
(mm) 
Case Weight (1 nel lo~orward C losure) (Ib) 
(Kg) 
C losure Cap (Ib) 
(Kg) 
Forward Do88 (ib) 
(Kg) 
AH Boss (Ib) 
(Kg) 
Case Vo lume (eu In.) 
(m1 
Case Wall Thickness (BaSic Cyl) (i n.) 
(mm) 
Hoop Wrap Thickness (In. ) 
(mm) 
Long. WrnpThicknes8 (in.) 
(mm) 
Long. Wrap Angle (deg) 
(rnd) 
Total Composite Ocn~lty (Lb/cu In.) 
(Kg/m3) 
Total Composite Resin Content (l. Wl) 
Domes 
Forward Type 
I-~orward Density (Ib/eu In . ) 
(Kg/m3) 
Forward Resin Content (?- \lit) 
Art Type 
Art Density (Ib/eu In.) 
(Kg/m3) 
Art "los!n Contcnt (l, Wt) 
Skirt 
Length (In.) 
(mm) 
Thickness (In.) 
(mm) 
lI;lncludcs afl closure cnp. 
Vessell 
18.71 
(4 7S.2) 
35 . 89 
(9 11. G) 
107.0 
(48.5) 
20. 0 
('.1) 
16. " 
(7.4) 
2.65 
(1. 2) 
7,740 
(0.1 27) 
0 . 357 
('.07) 
0,154 
(3.91) 
0.203 
(S.IG) 
34.5 
(0. (02) 
Helical 
0 . 0721:1 
(2.015.1) 
20.2 
Geodcsic 
0.0700 
(1 .937.G) 
22 . 9 
Geodcslc 
0.0700 
(1. 937.6) 
22.9 
t. 32 
(109.7) 
0. 253 
(G.43) 
Vcssel 2 
18.81 
(477.8) 
35.98 
(9 13. ') 
287.5 
(1 30.1) 
55.5 
(25.2) 
(Incl Bo ilS) 
103.6 
(47.0) 
G.1 
(2.8) 
7.820 
(0.12.) 
0.365 
(9.27) 
0.073 
(1. 85) 
0.292 
(7.42) 
50.0 
(0.873) 
Helical 
0.0728 
(2.01S.1) 
19. 7 
Geodesic 
0.0730 
(2,020.6) 
19.7 
Geodcslc 
0.0709 
(1. 962.5) 
20.2 
1.36 
(11 0.7) 
0.310 
(7.87) 
TABLE VDJ 
SUM~IAlI Y OF TilE 18· IN. OIAMETER V ESSE L CONnGUnATIONS 
Vessel 2 
newark 
19.02 
(4<3. 1) 
3S.98 
(9 13 .• ) 
308.2 
(1 3'.8) 
55 . 5 
(2S . 2) 
(lnel Bolls) 
103.6 
(4 7.0) 
G.1 
(2.8) 
7,820 
(0.1 28) 
0 . 51 1 
(12 . •• ) 
0 . 219 
(5.56) 
0.292 
(7.42) 
50.0 
(0 . 873) 
lIellcol 
0.0728 
(2.015. I) 
19.7 
Geodesic 
0.0730 
(2.020.G) 
19. 7 
Geodesic 
0.0709 
(1 ,962.5) 
20.2 
4.50 
(114. 3) 
0.310 
(7.87) 
Vessel 3 
18 . 71 
(47S.2) 
8'.88 
(2.283.0) 
156.5 
(71. 0) 
2 . S 
(1.1 ) 
3 .4 
(1 .5) 
. 4.3 
(2.0) 
21.500 
(0. 3S2) 
0.326 
(8.28) 
0 . 2 11 
(S. 3G) 
0.115 
(2.92) 
3.S 
(0 . 061) 
Polar 
0.0734 
(2.040.0) 
19.6 
Planar 
0.0707 
(1. 956.9) 
23.3 
Tnpe 
ReinC 
0.0686 
(1 .898.8) 
25.7 
4 . 65 
(118 • . 1) 
0.201 
(5.11) 
Vessell 
18.72 
(47S.S) 
35.98 
(913. ') 
91.0 
(41 .3) 
2.5 
(1.1) 
3.4 
(J.5) 
5.7 
(2.G) 
7.860 
(0. 129) 
0.3H 
(8.71) 
0.225 
(S.72) 
0.119 
(3.02) 
9.0 
(0.lS7) 
Polar 
0 . 0716 
(1 , 98 1. 9) 
19. G 
P lanar 
0.0679 
(J .879.5) 
23 . 7 
Tape 
ReinC 
0.0662 
(1 .832.4) 
24.2 
4.50 
(114.3) 
0 . 2-16 
(G.2S) 
~ 
18.69 
(474.7) 
35.99 
(914.2) 
99.0 
(44. ') 
2 . S 
(1.1) 
3. I 
(1.5) 
G.7 
(3.0) 
7.790 
(0.12.) 
0.334 
(8.4.) 
0.227 
(S.77) 
0. 107 
(2.12) 
'.0 
(0.157) 
Polar 
0. 0743 
(2.056 . 6) 
19.8 
PilUlar 
0.0084 
(1 .893.3) 
23.5 
Tape 
ReinC 
0 . 0670 
(1.854.6) 
24.0 
4.50 
(111.3) 
0.308 
(7.82) 
Vessel 6 
i8.74 
(HG . O) 
35.99 
('14.2) 
169.0 n 
(7G.7) 
2.5 
(1.1) 
3.1 
(I. 5) 
50.0 
(22 . 7) 
8,110 
(0.1 33) 
0.346 
(8 . 79) 
0.227 
(5 . 77) 
0.119 
(3.02) 
'.0 
(0. IS7) 
Po lar 
0 . 072 1 
(1. 995. 7) 
20. 0 
Planar 
O. OGO!:! 
(1.G82.') 
23.0 
Tape 
RcinC 
0.0650 
(1 .799.2) 
1:3.8 
Vessol7 
18.72 
(475.5) 
35.94 
(912.9) 
76.5 
(34 . 7) 
2.S 
(1. 1) 
3.4 
(I. S) 
2.G 
(1. 2) 
7.810 
(0.1 28) 
0 . 330 
(8. 38) 
0.210 
(S.33) 
0.120 
(3.05, 
13.0 
(0.227) 
Polar 
0.0730 
(2.020. G) 
19.6 
Planar 
0 . 065 1 
(1. 80l.9) 
23.8 
Planar 
0.0529 
(1 . -16-1 . 3) 
24 . 4 
4.40 
(11l.8) 
0 . 208 
(S.28) 
VC'ssC'1 8 
18. 76 
(176.5) 
36.0 
('14.4) 
110.0 
(49 .• ) 
2 . S 
(1.1) 
3.' 
(1.5) 
G.8 
(3.1) 
7.900 
(0 .129) 
0.355 
('.02) 
0.230 
(5.84) 
0.125 
(3.18) 
'.0 
(0.157) 
Polar 
0 . 0720 
(1 .993.0) 
20.0 
Planar 
0 . 0680 
(1 .882.2) 
23.5 
Tape 
ReinC 
0.0070 
(1.854 . 6) 
2-1.0 
5.77 
(14G.G) 
0.569 
(14.4S) 
Vessel 9 
18 . 77 
(4 76.8) 
91.61 
(2. 32G. 9) 
23-1.0 
(106 .1) 
20. 0 
('.1) 
16.1 
(7.4) 
6.1 
(2.8) 
21 ,600 
(0. 354) 
0.319 
(8.87) 
0.148 
(3.7G) 
0.201 
(j.U) 
42.0 
(0.733) 
II c Hea l 
0 .0718 
(2. !G1.8) 
2 1. 2 
Planar 
0.0692 
(l. 9 15 . 5) 
22.6 
Planar 
0.0706 
(1,95'1.2) 
2 1. 4 
6 . 30 
(!GO. 0) 
0.545 
(13.84) 
Vessel 
m &:0 
NO.4 
('" Mod) 
18.74 
(476.0) 
35.98 
(913. ') 
87.0 
(3'.S) 
2.S 
(1.1 ) 
3.4 
(I. S) 
S.3 
(2 . 4) 
7 , 900 
(0. L2.) 
0. 350 
(8 . 89) 
0 . 225 
(5 . 72) 
0.125 
(3. 18) 
'.0 
(0.157) 
Po lar 
0.0720 
(1 .993.0) 
20.0 
Plannr 
0.0680 
(1. 882 . 2) 
23.5 
Tape 
RcinC 
0.0670 
(1, 854.6) 
24.0 
4.34 
(110. 2) 
0.438 
(11 .13) 
TAB L E IX 
SUM~IAHY or T il E 18·IN . DIAMETER VESSEL TEST HESU LTS 
\'cs!:ici 
Vessel 2 III & D 
Vessell Vesse l 2: Hcwol'k Vesse l :1 Vesse l "' Vessel 5 Vessel G Vesse l 7 Vessel 8 Vessel 9 ~
Pressurization Bate (psig/n~in) 750 770 740 27!) '190 (iDO GOO 6BO tUG 270 GOG 
(l>IN / m-g/s ) (0. OB(;~) (0.0885) (0.0850) (0.0316) (0.0563) (0 . 0690) (0.0690) (0.078 1) (0.0938) (0.0310) (0. 0(96) 
rai lure Pressure (psi g) 5.595 ·1.000 I. 700 3.600 3.500 :L 150 3.850 5.9(;0 G. 1503- 5,620 5.800 
(l>IN / m2g) (38 . 58) (27 . 58) (:32 . • 1) (2·1. S2) (2·1. 13) (21. 72) (26.54) (41. 09) (42 . 10) (38.75) (39.99) 
(liold) 
A"cn of Faihll'c lI oop Fil at Sk ir,t Allach Sk irt Forwa rd Skirt Sk irt Aft Dome lIoop F il at Aft Domc rt lI oop Fil at Hoop F' i1 at 
Midcyl indcr Bond Ruptu r e Dome Huptu r c nuplul'c l\l idcylinder Crazed Aft Cyl Aft Cy l 
Lc:ll .. agc 
V:ducs at Failure 
lI oop Fi lament Sll'css (psi) :185.000 250, 000 100.000 2,10.000 ?:lO.OOO 210,000 250 . 000 380.000 385 . 000 360.000 380.000 
(GN/ m2) (2 . 655) (1. 724) (0. (90) ( 1. G:)fi) (1. 586) (1.4·18) (I. 724) (2. (20) (2 . G55) (2. 482) (2 . (20) 
lI oop Composite SlI'cs$ (pS i) 150. 000 9n.000 B·I.OOO 100.000 90.000 86.000 100.000 170 . 000 160.000 150.000 150.000 
(GN / m2) ( 1.03·1) (0.683) (0.579) (0. (90) (0. (21 ) (0.593) (0 . (90) (I. 172) (I. 103) (I. 03.) (1. 034) 
I loop Composite Density. p (Ib/ cu in . ) 1.976 1,957 2. liS 1,976 1.99:1 1.!H:l fl 1,97G 2.046 2,0 12 1, 976 1 .976 
CJ1 (Kg/ m:l) (0.07 1 1) (0 . 0707) (0.076.) (0.0714) (0.0720) (0.0717) (0. 07H) (0.0739) (0.0727) (0.07 14) (0.0714) c.o 
lIoop Composite, o/ p (i n. ) 2. I X 10 !0 1.4 x 10+6 I. 1 x 10+6 l. 4 x 10 .. 6 1. 25 x 10+6 1. 2 x IOt6 1. -1 x 10 lG 2 . 3 x 10 ~6 2 . 2 x 10+6 2. 1 x 10+6 2.1x10+6 
(i\lNm/ Kg) (0.52:1) (0.3-19) (0.2H) (0.349) (0.312) (0.299) (0. 349) (0.573) (0 . 548) (0.523) (0.523) 
Long. F ilamcnt Stress (pS i)b 27:1.000 230.000 270.000 213.000 2 10.000 190 . 000 220 . 000 370.000 no. 000 325.000 310.000 
(GN / m") (1. 882) (I. G8G) ( I. 8(2) (I .. 1(9) (1. 148) (I. :lID) (1. 517) (2.55 1) (2 . 275) (2.24 1) (2.137) 
Long. Compusite Stress (pSi)!> IJ3.000 60.000 70.000 125.000 120. 000 l 1U.000 1(;-1.000 170.000 190.000 105.000 ]77.000 
(GN / m2) (0. 77~) (0 . ·11 ·1) (0 .• 83) (0.862) (0.827) (0.758) (I. 13 1) (1. 172) (1.310) (0.724) (1. 220) 
Long. Composite Density. p (lb/cu in.) 1. 951 2,026 2.04G 1.92 1 1. 899 1.90-1 1.680 1.810 1 . 929 1.938 1.886 
(Kg/ m") (0.0706) (0 . 0732) (0.07:19) (O.OG!)-I) (0.OH86) (0.0688) (0.0607) (0.0(;54) (0.0679) (0.0700) (0.0681) 
Long. ComjX>site . al p (in . )b 1.6 x 10+6 O. &2 x 10+6 O.!)G x 10+6 1.6 x 10 <-6 1. 75 x 10+6 1.6 x 10+6 2.7 x 10+6 2.6 x 10 16 2 . 8x 10+6 1.5 x 10+6 2.6x 10+6 
(l>INm Kg) (0.399) (0.204) (0.236) (0. 149) (0 . 435) (0. :lnS) (0. (73) (0.648) (0. (79) (0. 374) (0. (47) 
PV / \\, (in . ) 0. 405 x 10+6 0.11 x 10 16 O. 12 x 1O+u 0.50 xl 0+6 0.30 x 10+6 0.25 x 10+6 0 . 26 x 1O+6c 0 . 61 x 10+6 0 . 43 x 10+6 0 . 52 x 10+6 0 . 52 x 10+6 
(l>INm / Kg) (0 . 101) (0 . 0271) (0 . 0297) (0.123) (0.0754) (o . OGln) (0.0.G4) (0 . 152) (0.110) (0. 129) (0.131) 
Maximum Stress in Ski rt (psi) -11.900 -36.200 -42 . 500 -29.300 -IG .• 00 -41.000 -48.500 -46.000 -34.000 -39.000 
(~IN/m2) (-288.9) (-249 . 6) (-293.0) (-202.0) (-319 . 9) (-28:1.7) (-331. 4) (-:1l7.2) (-234.4) (-268.9) 
Skirt Load ( lb/ in.) -6,400 -8,800 -10.350 ..... 1, 100 -5.600 -7.200 -6.800 -13.500 -12.400 -9.300 
(l>IN'm) (-I. 121) (-1. 541) ( -I. 812) (-0.718) (-0.981) (-1. 26 1) (- 1.191) (-2 . 3G·I) (-2.171) ( -1.628) 
3prcssul'c shut down with no bul'st. 
hln the ror\\:ll'd dome 3t the t~mgcnl plane. 
cExcludes aft closure cap weight. 
Figure 22. Vessell After Hydrotest 
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polar boss, was best predicted by the composite orthotropic approach. Figures 23 
and 24 show the actual and predicted strains in the meridional and hoop direction 
as a function of pressure. 
In the cylindrical section, the composite analytical technique also gave the 
best predictions. Figures 25 and 26 show the actual and theoretical strains in the 
hoop and axial directions as a function of pressure as obtained from reduced exten-
someter data during the proof cycle. Strain gages were not used to record axial 
strains in the cylinder, and the hoop strain gage failed to operate. The calculated 
stress in the hoop filaments at failure was 385,000 psi (2.655 GN/m2), which was 
in agreement with the data shown in Figure 1. 
The results of this initial test indicated: 
1. The skirt attachment design would be compatible with the 
higher load requirements of the subsequent vessels. 
2. The strain behavior in the helical wrap with a filament 
orientation greater than 30 deg (0.523 rad) was best pre-
dicted by the composite analytical approach. 
Vessel 2. - The geodesic design of Vessel 2 required that both the forward 
and aft dome openings be identical in size. The inside diameter of these openings 
was approximately 78 percent of the case chamber diameter, which meant that the 
retention of the forward polar boss was a critical design requirement. Vessel 2 
was also the first vessel to be tested with a skirt loading requirement of 11, 000 lb 
(1. 926 MN/m) per circumferential inch, which was the largest of the three loading 
categories. 
Vessel 2 underwent two tests. During the first test, failure occurred in the 
skirt attachment area during the 4,000 psig (27. 58 MN/m2g) pressure hold of the 
proof cycle. Failure was a result of a poor bond between the inner shear ply and 
the case. When the bond failed, the thrust load was transferred entirely through 
the outer shear ply, which caused the overwrap to fail locally in axial compression 
in the area of the filler ply as shown in Figure 27. The remaining structure was 
undamaged, and it was decided to replace the skirt and retest the vessel. The poor 
bond between the shear ply and case was a result of a fabrication discrepancy where 
the inner shear ply surface was not mechanically cleaned with a high speed emery 
wheel prior to skirt installation. 
Vessel 2, with the new skirt, went through the proof cycle but failed in the 
skirt structure as shown in Figure 28 during the burst cycle. Failure occurred at 
a pressure of 4, 700 psig (32.41 MN/m2g) and a skirt load of 10,350 lb/in. 
(1. 812 MN/m). The aft polar boss and dome were fractured as a result of failure. 
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Figure 23. Vessell Meridional Strain in Forward Dome (Burst Cycle) 
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For this second test the overwrap structure was made thicker (0.27 vs 
0.13 in. , 6.86 vs 3.30 mm) and the outer shear ply thinner (0.06 vs O. 15 in., 1. 52 
vs 3.81 mm) in order to reduce the shear stresses in the inner shear ply. The 
longitudinal strain in the overwrap in the area of the filler ply as recorded during 
both tests is shown plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 29. This figure shows 
that the axial compressive stress in the overwrap in the .area of the filler ply de-
creased with increasing pressure. This decreased stress is a result of changes in 
the filler ply shear modulus due to the rubber distortion and the increased bending 
in the wall due to crazing. 
The skirt failure during the second test was caused by axial and bending 
stresses in the skirt. No axial strain gages were located in this area, and thus 
the composite stress at failure had to be estimated from the discontinuity analysis. 
The calculated composite stress at failure was approximately -42,000 psi 
(-289.58 MN/m2) at the outside surface of the skirt, just forward of the leading 
edge of the overwrap. The indicated fracture strength of the skirt was lower than 
anticipated; thus failure was considered to be influenced by the tensile hoop and in-
plane shear stresses in this area. Figure 30 shows both the actual and predicted 
hoop strains in this area as a function of pressure. 
The forward polar boss and dome behaved as predicted, with the boss being 
retained entirely by the hoop restraint of the helical and hoop wrap in the forward 
dome. At skirt rupture during the second test, the axial blowout load on the boss 
(and reacted by the dome) was 720,000 lb (3.203 MN). The hoop strain in the dome 
structure was close to that predicted by the discontinuity analysis as shown in 
Figure 30. 
The results of the Vessel 2 test indicated: 
1. The skirt attachment design appeared adequate for all 
vessels. 
2. A polar boss and dome design for vessels with extremely 
large port openings was demonstrated. 
3. The need for a new material fracture criterion for the 
skirt structure was indicated. 
Vessel 3. - Vessel 3 was the first in the series of in-plane wrap designs 
with a reinforced and cut opening aft dome. The areas of interest were: the fabri-
cation problems associated with slippage during winding, and the strain behavior 
of the forward and aft domes. The case was tested three times because of bladder 
leakage problems. Instrumentation was operational during the first two tests. The 
recorded data from the second test was used to evaluate the structural behavior of 
the vessel. 
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The polar (in-plane) pattern had a planar wrap angle of 3. 5 deg (0.0613 rad) 
as established by the two equal polar wrap openings (DE/Dcyl == 0.30) and the total 
length of the vessel (L/Dcyl == 5.0), and was prone to some slippage during fabri-
cation. The final polar layer moved away from the forward boss about 1 in. (25 mm) 
during vessel cure, the prior layers slipping progressively less. 
Vessel 3, shown in Figure 31 installed in the bay, was tested three times 
prior to failure. The polyisoprene bladder was not only of poor quality, but did not 
appear to adhere to the glass/epoxy composite very well; thus severe leakage was 
responsible for stopping two test attempts. Prior to the third test, the interior of 
the vessel wa s completely coated with liquid urethane in an attempt to seal all porous 
areas. At 3,600 psig (24.82 MN/m2g) during the final attempt, the polar wrap 
ruptured locally at the leading edge of the inner shear ply as shown in Figure 32, 
causing a severe leak and final termination of testing. A post-test inspection re-
vealed that the polar wrap in the cylindrical section had severe axial craze lines 
running from tangent plane to tangent plane as a result of the hoop strain. The 
magnitude of the radial pressure was apparently enough to force the water through 
a weak area in the bladder and into an opened craze line in an area around the skirt 
attachment. 
The strain behavior of the forward dome was typical to that of a shallow 
shell having a small polar opening. The shell contour was designed to have an 
initial negative membrane hoop stress bias near the tangent plane in order to pre-
vent crazing as a result of contour changes during pressurization. The design was 
based on a contour that would give a free body a compressive membrane stress 
component of 1,000 psi (6.89 MN/m 2) at the tangent plane at an internal pressure 
of 660 psig (4.5 MN/m2g). This design criterion was developed during a study pro-
grama conducted at the Wasatch Division on the strain behavior of shallow planar 
wrapped domes with small polar openings. Figure 33 shows the actual hoop strain 
behavior near the tangent plane and at the mid-point of the shell. 
The aft dome behaved fairly close to prediction in the critical area around 
the polar boss. Figure 34 shows the hoop strain at the center of the shell and in the 
area over the boss, along with the predicted hoop strain at the boss as obtained from 
a discontinuity analysis. 
The results from the Vessel 3 tests indicated: 
1. The need was indicated for a new bladder material and inter-
spersement of hoops in the polar laminate to prevent leakage 
at high pressures. 
2. The methods of analysis used to predict the strain behavior 
in the forward and aft domes were demonstrated to be very 
adequate. 
aIR & D Dome Crazing Study Program, January 1967. 
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Figure 31. Vessel 3 Installed in Test Bay 
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Figure 32. Vessel 3 Failure Location in Forward Dome 
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3. During fabrication it was evident from the amount of 
slippage that occurred during winding and cure that the 
LID ratio of 5 and the 30 percent polar openings were at 
a maximum for a planar wrap design. 
Vessel 4. - Vessel 4 was the second in the series of polar wound vessels 
with a reinforced aft dome. The basic design differed from Vessel 3 in that it had 
a larger aft dome opening, a larger skirt loading, and an LID ratio of 2. From a 
fabrication standpoint it was the first vessel to reflect the bladder material change 
from polyisoprene to NBR, and it was also the first to have hoops interspersed in 
the polar wrap. 
During the test the three primary areas of interest were: (1) the skirt 
structure, which failed during the Vessel 2 test; (2) the strain behavior of the cylin-
drical section with interspersed wrap; and (3) the strain behavior in the aft dome 
with a 60 percent opening. The vessel failed in the skirt structure during the proof 
cycle at a pressure of 3,500 psig (24. 13 MN/m2g). The failure, which is shown in 
Figure 35, was a result of material fracture or buckling that occurred at an axial 
load of 5, 600 Ib/in. (0.981 MN/m) and was similar to that experienced during the 
second test of Vessel 2. The only other damaged area was in the forward dome and 
was a result of the skirt failure. 
The skirt was instrumented in the area of the maximum theoretical bending 
moment with only a strain gage oriented in the hoop direction. At failure, the indi-
cated hoop strain was +0.0010 in. lin. with a theoretical combined axial membrane 
and bending moment stress of -46,000 psi (-317.16 MN/m2) as estimated from the 
discontinuity analysis. 
The actual and predicted axial and hoop strains in the cylindrical section 
are shown in Figure 36. The apparent crazing in the polar wrap was not as locally 
severe as that observed in Vessel 3, but was uniformly distributed in the polar wrap 
and identified only by a lightening of the amber color of the resin. 
At failure, the hoop stress in the aft dome over the polar boss was around 
7 percent greater than predicted by the discontinuity analysis. Figure 37 shows the 
plot of the predicted and actual hoop strain as a function of pressure. The dome 
apparently lost some of its hoop stiffness as a result of crazing with the increasing 
pressure, but the extent of this loss in stiffness could not be determined because of 
the premature skirt failure. 
The pertinent information obtained from the Vessel 4 test was: 
1. The test backed up the need for a new fracture criterion for the 
skirt structure as was indicated by the Vessel 2 test. 
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2. The strain data from the case cylindrical section showed that 
the "netting" analysis was slightly conservative, yet very 
adequate, with respect to a longitudinal wrap with a small 
angular filament orientation. 
3. The strain data obtained from the aft dome indicated that the 
influence of crazing on the material properties was greater 
than had been anticipated, and that its effects would have to 
be compensated for on subsequent designs . 
4. The new NBR (Gen Gard V-45) bladder and interspersement 
of hoops in the polar laminate proved to be essential in pre-
venting leakage at high pressures. All remaining vessels 
would require the NBR bladder, and remaining cut dome 
designs would require interspersed wrap. 
Vessel 5. - Vessel 5 was third in the series of cut dome designs. The 
design was identical to that of Vessel 4 except for the larger aft dome opening 
(70 percent) and the higher skirt loading. The critical areas were again the skirt 
structure and the reinforcements in the aft dome. Vessel 5 was fabricated along 
with Vessel 4, and thus the design could not be modified in accordance with the 
Vessel 4 test data. 
During the proof cycle, Vessel 5 failed in the skirt structure at a pressure 
of 3, 150 psig (21. 72 MN/m2g) and with a skirt load of 6, 800 lb/in. (1. 19 MN/m). 
The nature of the failure, which is shown in Figure 38, was identical in appearance 
to that of Vessel 4. The measured hoop strain in the area of the maximum bending 
stress was 0.0012 in. /in. at failure. The maximum axial stress in this area as 
obtained from the discontinuity analysis, was 41,000 psi (283 MN/m) which, along 
with the indicated hoop stress, subjected the longitudinal wrap to a plane stress 
pattern that was almost identical to that in the skirt of Vessel 4 and similar to that 
in the skirt of Vessel 2. 
The strain behavior in the aft dome was also similar to that experienced 
during the Vessel 4 test. At failure, the strain was approximately 7 percent 
greater than predicted as shown in Figure 39, which shows plots of both the actual 
and predicted hoop strains in the critical area over the polar boss as functions of 
pressure. 
The results from the Vessel 5 test supplemented the skirt fracture data 
from the test of Vessels 2 and 4, and supported the validity of the discontinuity 
analysis as applied to a tape reinforced dome. Utilization of this data in support 
of the subsequent designs is as follows: 
1. The data pertaining to the skirt fracture were extremely important 
with respect to the establishment of the material fracture strengths 
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which were used in conjunction with the failure criterion 
presented in the 18-Inch Diameter Vessel Design Section. 
The maximum stresses in the plane of the filament of the 
longitudinal layer in the skirts of Vessels 2, 4, and 5 at 
failure are given in Table X as calculated from equations 
(19), (20), and (21). The strengths for the longitudinal 
layer in the direction of the ply filament were estimated 
from data presented in Reference 6 and modified to reflect 
the failure conditions in all three skirts. The resulting 
strengths that were established for use in equation (18) are: 
F x = 75,000 psi (517 MN/m2) (compression) 
F y = 5,000 psi (34.5 MN/m2) (tensile-compression) 
T xy = 25.000 psi (172 MN/m2) (in-plane shear) 
The resulting fracture indicators as obtained from the sum-
mation of terms in equation (18) for the Vessel 2, 4, and 5 
skirts at failure are as follows: 
Vessel 
2 
4 
5 
Term Summation 
Equation ( 18) 
+1. 1 
+1. 3 
+1. 0 
Equation (18) and the three established material strength values 
will be applied to subsequent vessels based on the results of the 
discontinuity analysis. 
2. The strain data from the Vessel 4 and 5 tests indicated that addi-
tional tape reinforcements were required in the aft dome to 
compensate for the loss in hoop stiffness as a function of increas-
ing pressure. Extrapolating the data, it appears that a 10 percent 
increase in the dome shell composite hoop stiffness (Et) around 
the polar boss would be required on subsequent designs to insure 
the structural integrity of the aft dome at pressures up to 
5,000 psig (34.5 MN/m2g). To achieve this condition. the theo-
retical elastic properties of the glass-epoxy composite would be 
reduced accordingly. 
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TABLE X 
MAXIMUM STRESSES IN THE SKIRT LONGITUDINAL WR AP 
IN THE PLANE OF THE FILAMENT 
ax ay T ~ 
Vessel ~ (MN/m2) iI@) (MN/m2) ~ (MN/m2) 
2 -66, 000 ( -455) +1, 100 (7.58) +12,200 (84.12) 
4 -72,000 ( -495) -670 (-4.62) +12 , 900 (88.9 5) 
00 
..,. 5 -64, 000 ( -441) -140 (-0.965) +11, 600 (79.9 8) 
Vessel 6. - The configuration of Vessel 6 was similar to that of Vessel 5 
in that it had the same port sizes and LID ratio. However, Vessel 6 had both ports 
capped off and had no skirt. The primary area of interest was the reinforced aft 
dome that had an 82 percent dome opening. In order to accommodate the quantity 
of tapes required to react the hoop loading, Vessel 6 had an additional layer of 
polar wrap so that there would be sufficient shear area to transfer the meridional 
loads between the polar and tape layers. 
Vessel 6 was supported in chocks and tested in the horizontal position. 
Failure occurred during the proof cycle at a pressure of 3, 850 psig (26.54 MN/m 2g) 
as a result of a polar wrap failure near the aft tangent plane as shown in Figure 40. 
The polar boss and closure were completely expelled from the case. 
The hoop and meridional strains in the aft dome are shown in Figures 41 
and 42, respectively. The strain data indicated that there was a large discontinuity 
in the area of failure. The resulting high bending moments overstressed the inner 
layers of the polar wrap, causing the premature failure. The termination of the 
tape layers and the local bearing pressure of the polar boss probably influenced the 
failure in this area. Failure in the tape reinforcements in the hoop direction was 
a result of the aft boss and closure being expelled from the vessel. 
The results from the Vessel 6 test indicated that the rate of change in the 
meridional slope of the dome was too severe, as indicated by the low hoop strains 
and high discontinuity bending moments. 
Vessel 7. - Vessel 7 was the only polar wound vessel with standard winding 
in forward and aft polar bosses. The vessel had an LID ratio of 2 with a forward 
dome contour and a skirt attachment configuration identical to that of Vessel 3. The 
two areas of interest were the integrity of the skirt structure and the potential roving 
slippage problems which might occur during the application of the polar wrap. Since 
the NBR bladder was working so well, the ~ 13 deg (0.2269 rad) polar laminate was 
wound without any hoop interspersement. 
Winding the polar wrap around 30 and 56 percent polar openings of a vessel 
with an LID ratio of 2 presented no roving slippage problems during winding or cure. 
The vessel went through proof and failed at a pressure of 5,960 psig 
(41. 093 MN/m2g) during the burst cycle. Failure was due to a clean burst in the 
hoop overwrap at the center of the cylindrical section of the vessel as shown in 
Figure 43. The aft boss and a local section of the skirt were fractured as a result 
of failure. However, the skirt appeared uniformly crazed as if failure might have 
been pending. The cylindrical ring of fiberglass shown in Figure 43 around the 
piston housing was a section of the hoop overwrap that was eJl.-pelled during burst. 
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Figure 43 . Vessel 7 After Hydrotest 
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The actual and predicted hoop strain data in the area of failure are shown 
in Figure 44. The data are shown from the proof cycle only because of a strain 
gage failure and the absence of the extensometer during the burst cycle. At failure , 
the calculated filament stress in the hoop wrap was 380,000 psi (2.62 GN/m2). 
The theoretical axial and hoop stress in the skirt at burst gave a fracture 
ind ication value of 1. 1 as obtained from equation (18). The appearance of the skirt 
after failure indicated pending failure. 
The results from the Vessel 7 test indicated: 
1. The hoop filament strength was in accordance with previous test 
data as shown in Figure 1. 
2. The NBR bladder continued to work extremely well. 
3. The skirt behavior indicated that the material fracture criteria 
as established by equation (18) is conservative, yet very adequate 
for design purposes. 
Vessel 8. - During the course of the program, the design of Vessel 8 was 
revised to duplicate the configuration of Vessel 5 with the skirt redesigned to the 
new fracture criterion of equation (18). The theoretical thickness of the skirt was 
increased from 0.31 in. (7.9 mm) to 0.54 in. (13. 7 mm), which was a little con-
servative, but demonstration of the skirt attachment area at the higher loadings was 
considered mandatory. The winding sequence for the skirt structure was also re-
vised to give a greater concentration of longitudinal layers at the inner and outer 
surfaces of the skirt. However, the total quantity of each was still maintained at 
50 percent by volume. The objective was to increase the axial bending stiffness 
and strength without degrading the hoop extensional stiffness. The aft dome struc-
ture was also strengthened, in accordance with the test data from Vessel 5, by the 
addition of another tape and polar layer. With the exception of the skirt and aft 
dome areas, Vessel 8 was identical to Vessel 5 as shown in figure 45. 
Vessel 8 was taken through a complete proof cycle and then pressurized to 
6,150 psig (42. 40 MN/m2g). At this pressure the test was terminated due to safety 
requirements on the pumping system. An inspection immediately after the test 
revealed only minor crazing in the aft dome. However, an axial cut through the 
vessel, shown in Figure 46, revealed that the interface between the hoop and polar 
wraps aft of the filler ply was fractured, thus indicating that the filler ply trans-
ferred all of the load from the overwrap into the polar-hoop laminate. 
The axial strain data in the skirt overwrap 10 in. (254 mm) aft of the leading 
edge of the overwrap and at the center of the filler ply is shown in Figure 47. The 
data show that there was no abrupt change in strain behavior as a result of the frac-
ture at the interface. 
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Figure 44. Vessel 7 Hoop Strain at Midcylinder (Pl'oof Cycle) 
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Figure 47. Vessel 8 Axial Strain in Skirt Overwrap Structure (Burst Cycle) 
The hoop and axial strains in the aft dome are shown in Figures 48 and 49, 
respectively. The axial strain data indicates that the bending moment in the shell 
appeared to be relieved to some extent by crazing in the dome structure. The hoop 
gage at the dome opening also reflected the crazing which appeared to start at a 
pressure of approximately 4,300 psig (30 MN/m 2g). 
At 6, 150 psig (42.40 MN/m2g) the theoretical fracture indicator, as obtained 
from equation (18) was +3. O. The revised winding sequence was apparently responsi-
ble for increasing the fracture strength of the skirt and the margin of safety based on 
the strength estimations made after the Vessel 5 test. 
The results from the Vessel 8 test were: 
1. The skirt structure and skirt attachment area were still oper-
ational at a loading of 13 ,500 lb/in. (2. 36 MN/m). 
2. The aft dome design was adequate, but the contour could have 
had a more gradual change in the meridional slope to minim ize 
the meridional discontinuities and crazing. 
Vessel 9. - Vessel 9 was helically wound with unequal dome openings and 
nongeode sic contours. The areas of interest were the slippage behavior of the 
roving during the application of the helical wrap. and the performance of the skirt 
structure under the maximum load condition. The skirt and skirt attachment 
designs were essentially identical to those of Vessel 8, with only the stiffness 
characteristics of the helical wrap being different. 
During fabrication it was evident that there were no problems involved with 
winding over the nongeodesic domes. In fact the forward dome opening apparently 
could have been reduced another 20 percent without experiencing slippage problems. 
The rovings crossing the aft dome were not as stable as those on the forward dome 
and, therefore, it was estimated that the maximum safe deviation, 8 deg (0.14 rad) 
from geodesic, had been established. 
The vessel successfully went through the proof cycle and was then burst at 
a pressure of 5, 620 psig (38.75 MN/m 2g). The failure occurred in the hoop wrap 
locally near the aft tangent plane as shown in Figure 50. The actual and theoretical 
hoop strains at midcylinder, shown plotted in Figure 51, indicate a hoop filament 
stress of 360,000 psi (2.482 GN/m2) at failure. 
A post-test inspection of the vessel revealed a fracture in the skirt overwrap 
structure, 13 in. (330 mm) aft of the forward edge of the overwrap and running com-
pletely around the vessel. However, in spite of the fracture, the inner shear con-
tinued to carry the thrust load until burst occurred. The loading at burst was 
12,400 lb/in. (2.171 MN/m), which theoretically subjected the inner shear ply to 
a maximum shear stress of 1, 300 psi (8.96 MN/m2) at the thin end. 
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The strain data shown plotted in Figure 52 indicated that the skirt overwrap 
fracture occurred during the burst cycle at approximately 4, 750 psig (32.75 MN/m2g) 
with the stress in the overwrap approximately 12,000 psi (82.7 MN/m2). A cut 
through the cross section of this area, which is shown in Figure 53, revealed that 
the fabric in the laminate was severely wrinkled, and that it thus greatly degraded 
the axial compressive strength of the structure. The wrinkles were created as a 
result of the skirt slipping axially during the final stages of winding or during cure . 
In order to evaluate the discontinuity analysis and the theoretical bending 
moments in the skirt, six hoop strain gages were placed in the immediate skirt- case 
junction area. The recorded and predicted displacements at burst in this area are 
shown in Figure 54. The predicted radial displacement values are greater than the 
actuals, but the change in the slope of the two deflection profiles were essentially 
the same. The rate of change in the slope governs the magnitude of the bending 
moments, and thus the data does indicate that bending loads from the discontinuity 
analysis are fairly valid. The theoretical fracture indicator as determined from 
equation (17) at failure was +1. 02, which again indicates a margin of safety for the 
revised skirt design. 
The fabrication and test of Vessel 9 demonstrated: 
1. The feasibility of winding helical pattern nongeodesic dome 
contours and with a forward dome opening 30 percent smaller 
than the aft. 
2. The necessity for rigid and secure fixturing to hold the skirt 
in place during final winding and cure. 
3. The discontinuity analysis is adequate for determining the 
displacements and bending loads in the vessel shell structure. 
4. The skirt design criteria is conservative, but will be used for 
all subsequent vessels to insure a full evaluation of other areas. 
IR & D Vessel No.4. - Near the conclusion of the design effort for the 18-in. 
vessels, the decision was made to terminate this task with an additional test sup-
ported strictly by Wasatch Division fundings . This additional effort was directed 
at a redesign of Vessel 4 to obtain more data pertaining to both the skirt and the 
cut dome designs. 
IR & D No. 4 differed from Vessel 4 in that it had a skirt designed and 
wrapped in accordance with that established by Vessels 8 and 9 and an aft dome 
with additional tape reinforcements as indicated from the Vessel 4 and 5 tests. 
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IR & D No. 4 successfully went through the proof test with no indications of 
structural problems. During the burst cycle this vessel went to 5,800 psig 
(39.99 NM/m2g), where failure occurred in the hoop wrap at an apparent hoop 
filament stress of 380 , 000 psi (2.62 GN/m2). The hoop laminate burst locally near 
the aft tangent plane as shown in Figure 55, with the aft dome and polar boss frac-
turing as a result of the burst. The skirt and forward dome area showed no sign of 
fracture or severe crazing. 
The predicted and actual hoop strains in the cylindrical section near the aft 
tangent plane in the aft dome are shown in Figures 56 and 57 for both the proof and 
burst cycles. The material properties used for the glass-resin composite were 
adjusted to include the additional effects of crazing as indicated during the Vessel 4 
and 5 tests. The change resulted in a predicted strain value of approximately 20 per-
cent greater than actual in the area over the polar boss . However, this conservatism 
in the aft dome design was not considered detrimental to the efficiency of the vessel 
and should be included to compensate for potential fabrication discrepancies. 
The theoretical fracture indicator for the skirt structure, as obtained from 
equation (17) , was +1. 2 at failure, which corresponds approximately to the values 
indicated for Vessels 8 and 9. 
The results from the IR & D No. 4 test, along with those from Vessels 8 
and 9, fully demonstrated the cut aft dome and high performance skirt designs. As 
a result of this test and the Vessel 8 test, the decision was made to propose the cut 
aft dome opening configuration in conjunction with the tape reinforcements and the 
in-plane wrapping pattern for the 260- in. case design . 
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Figure 56. IR & D Vessel No.4 Hoop Strain in Cylindrical Section at Aft Tangent Plane 
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54-INCH DIAMETER VESSEL 
From the results of the IS-in. (0.457 m) diameter vessel tests, it was 
evident that the polar wrap vessels with the reinforced aft domes were the most 
efficient designs with respect to volume, length, and weight. The efficiency of 
the helical vessels was limited by the size of the forward openings and by quantity 
of helical wrap as established by loads in the forward dome. Fabrication time of 
the polar wrapped vessels was a little more lengthy due to the handling of the rein-
forcement tapes, but this extra processing time did not outweigh the inherent advan-
tages of the planar pattern. 
Since it was evident that neither type had a distinct cost advantage, the 
polar wrap/ tape reinforcement design was selected for the 260-in. (6. 6 m) motor 
case because of its structural efficiency. The 54-in. (1. 372 m) diameter subscale 
of the 260-in. motor case was designed to meet the following requirements: 
1. The port in the aft boss would be 70 percent of the basic case 
cylindrical section. 
2. The total vessel length would be three times the cylindrical 
diameter. 
3. The forward skirt compressive load would be 15,000 pounds 
per inch of circumference (2.6 MN/m) at an internal pressure 
of 5, 000 psig (34.5 MN/ m2g). 
The overall vessel design parameters would be based on the data obtained from the 
IS-in. diameter vessels. 
The 54-in. diameter subscale had an outside diameter of 55.1 in. (1,400 mm) 
and a boss face to face length of 160 in. (4.064 m). The forward and aft polar boss 
ports were 12.0 and 37.1 in. (305 and 942 mm), respectively. The forward boss 
was designed to be completely closured off while the aft was to be adapted to a hydro-
test thrust simulation fixture with a 25. 6-in. (650 mm) diameter piston. In the same 
manner as the IS-ilL vessels, the 54-in. subscale had only a forward skirt. The 
final design configuration (Drawing 7U42115) is shown in Appendix A and the details 
of the des ign approach, the method of fabrication, and the test results are c,?vered 
in the following sections. 
Design 
The 54-in. diameter vessel was of an interspersed polar hoop wrap design 
with a symmetrical polar pattern and a tape reinforced aft dome. The polar wrap 
lOS 
------~-
1_ 
had a :::0 deg (0. 10 rad) planar angle and cons isted of 27 layers (54 ply) with each ply 
having 203 ends per in. (7, 992 ends/ m). The hoop wrap consisted of 105 plies with 
200 ends per in. (7,874 ends / m) in each interspersed between the polar layers. The 
forward polar boss was wound in place, while the aft was submerged below the dome 
contour to be compatible with the symmetrical polar pattern. The aft dome structure 
consisted of 26 laminates of tangential tape layers and the 27 layers of polar wrap. 
The polar layers were tangent to a diameter 28 percent of that of the basic cylinder, 
while the tapes were tangent to a 76 percent diameter. The skirt, which was pre-
fabricated and then installed during case winding, consisted of 34 layers of polar 
wrap oriented :::11 deg (0.19 rad) and 74 plies of hoop wrap interspersed between the 
polar layers in a sequence established after the testing of Vessels 8 and 9. The skirt 
was connected to the case by an inner and outer NBR shear ply. The inner ply was 
fabricated integrally with the skirt structu re, while the outer ply was installed" green" 
after skirt installation and cured with the case. 
All of these basic areas on the 54-in. subscale were evaluated during the 18-in. 
diameter vessel effort including the establishment of the respective methods of analysis 
and the design criteria. The structural analysis, as applied to the various areas of 
this vessel, is based on an ultimate design pressure of 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/m2g). 
Cylindrical section. - The structure of the cylindrical section was made up of 
interspersed polar and hoop wrap where the polar wrap was critical at the two tangent 
planes and the hoop wrap at midcylinder. The design filament strength level was 
established at 330,000 psi (2.28 GN/m2) which was estimated from the data shown in 
Figure 1 and from the hydrostatic burst of the 156-in. (3.96 m) diameter AF 156-7 
motor case~a) The AF 156-7 case burst at a hoop filament stress of 330, 000 psi 
(2.28 GN/m2), but the burst data were not entered on Figure 1 because of possible 
structural degradation due to the effects of local heating after the static firing. How-
ever, this value was still used despite possible size effects. 
The inplane wrap angle was established from the two polar wrap openings on 
each dome and the total length of the vessel. The resulting wrap angle (Ci) as obtained 
from equation (12) was: 
C:i = 
-1 [REA +REF] 
tan 
LToT 
-1 [8.0 + 8. OJ tan 160 
5 deg 43 min, 0.0995 rad (6 deg 00 min, 0.105 rad, 
machine setting) 
(akir Force Contract AF 04(695)-773 
109 
(12) 
-----, 
The stresses in the hoop and polar filaments in the cylindrical structure were 
determined from the "netting" approach which proved to be adequate for filament 
orientations of less than 20 deg (1. 43 rad) relative to either of the two principal axes. 
The predicted membrane filament stresses at the forward tangent plane and at mid-
cylinder, as obtained from equation (1), are tabulated below based on the parameters 
shown. 
N~ tag a lJ ga 
Location {lb/ in. } {MN/ m} .ili!:l {mm} ~ (rad) --.li?~ {MN/m~} 
Forward Tangent Plane 66,200 11. 6 0.239 6.07 7 0.123 277,000 1,910 
Midcylinder 54,400 9.5 0.228 5.79 6 0.105 242, 000 1,670 
The maximum stress in the polar wrap at the forward and aft tangent planes must also 
include the effects of the discontinuity bending moments which are shown in the following 
sections pertaining to the forward and aft domes. 
The maximum stress in the hoop wrap will be at center of the cylindrical section 
away from the end restraints of the two domes. Again, the "netting" technique was 
found to be sufficient and the maximum hoop filament stress as obtained from equation (2) 
is as follows: 
Location {lb/in. } {MN/ m} {in.} {mm} (psi) {MN/m2} 
Midcy linder 138,400 18.17 0.436 11. 07 320,000 2,200 
Based on the filament design strength of 330, 000 psi (2.28 GN/m2) the predicted margin 
of safety at 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/m2g) was: 
MS = 330,000 -1 
320,000 +0.03 
Skirt attachment. - The design of the skirt attachment area was based on the 
configuration established by testing of Vessel 8 and 9. The method of analysis involving 
equations (13), (14), and (15) was demonstrated to be adequate and thus was again used 
to determine the shear stress profile along each shear ply. The geometry and elastic 
properties of the structure that were entered into the digital computer were as follows: 
Skirt 
0.06 in. 
= 0.89 in. 
(1.5 mm) I 
(22.6 mm) 
Linear Taper 
Erp 4.60 x 106 psi (31. 7 GN/m2) 
llO 
----~ 
r 
Overwrap 
t 0.40 in. (10.2 mm) 
EI" 3.8 x 106 psi (26 ON/ m2) 
Case Structure (under the inner shear ply) 
t 0.97 in. (24.6 mm) 
6. 2 Eal" = 3.1 x 10 pSI (21 ON/ m ) 
Axial Strain 
at X L2' il" O. 023 in. l in. (4.0 N / m) 
at X Ll' f~ 0.019 in. lin. (3.3 N/ m) 
at X 0, il" 0.018 in. l in. (3.2 N/ m) 
Outer Shear Ply 
t O. 06 in. (1. 5 mm) 
a 300 psi (2.1 MN/ m2) 
Inner Shear Ply 
t1 0.03 in. (0.8 mm) I t2 = 0.30 in. (7.6 mm) Linear Tape r 
a 380 psi (2.6 MN/ m 2) 
Filler Ply 
to 0.03 in. (0.8 mm) 
t1 0.15 in. (3.8mm) 
a 300 psi (2.1 MN/ m2) 
J oint Lengths 
L1 4.0 in. (102 mm) 
L2 19.0 in. (483 mm) 
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Figure 5 defines the basic geometry of the joint as broken into the two analytical 
models from which the results of each were superimposed to give the final stress 
profile. The loads transmitted as a result of case expansion (based on the shown 
boundary conditions) are: 
CASE EXPANSION 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: AT X = 0 T := 0 R 
AT X -= LI SKIRT TAPER FIXED 
SKIRT TAPER ---"7 
FIXED 
END 
OVERWRAP 
FILLER PLY 
---Pol 
NS1--~-'SC==;~;;~~=i~======~~E~ ~ FIXED END 
NIP --~:~~~~~~2~C~A~S;E===~-I---Il-- X 0 0 
~_X = Ll 
I f---- X = L2 
Loads Transferred by Shear Ply and Filler Ply 
Case Expansion Nsl Pol 
Between ~lb/in. } ~MN/m} ~lb/in. ~ ~MN/m~ 
X o and X "'" LI 2,000 0.35 450 0.079 
X Ll and X = L2 7,700 1.3 
Total Load 9,700 1.7 450 0.079 
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L 
and the load transfer relationships as a result of the skirt deflection are: 
SKIRT DEFLECTION 
BOUNDARY CONDITION: AT X = Ll ENDS OF DOME AND OVERWRAP ARE FIXED. 
SKIRT END IS FREE TO DEFLECT AND ITS DEFLECTION 
RELATIVE TO THE DOME AND OVERWRAP IS EQUAL. 
OVERWRAP 
OVERWRAP-SKIRT 
C==-_~~_S_H_E_A_R_P_L_Y ___ j-____ - FIXED 
~~=====;~~~~~~~~~~~~[~,,~>-~P02 Ns2~ FREE -
X = L _ SKIRT-DOME 
2 SHEAR PLY DOME 
N<p2 
t-..-_ FIXED 
'"----- X = Ll 
RELATIVE LOAD TRANSFER THROUGH THE SHEAR PLIES 
P 02 = 0. 73 Ns2 N<p2 = 0.27 Ns2 
The total loading at 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/ m 2g) as obtained by superimposing the two 
loading conditions is as follows: 
NS = 15, 000 lb/in. (2.6 MN/ m) 
Ns2 = 5,300 lb/ in. (0.93 MN/m) 
P 02 = 3,900 lb/in. (0.68 MN/ m) 
Po = 3,450 lb/in. (0.604 MN/m) 
N<P2 = 1,400 lb/in. (0.25 MN/ m) 
The resulting stresses in the two shear ply are shown in Figure 58. The peak stress 
is at the leading edge of the inner shear ply where the predicted shear stress is 
1,000 psi (6.9 MN/m2) and the indicated margin of safety at 5,000 psig (34. 5MN/ m 2g) 
is zero. The length of filler ply was designed sufficiently long enough to safely transfer 
the total P 02 loading from the overwrap into the case structure if fracture at the inter-
face did occur as was experienced during the Vessel 8 test. 
Skirt structure. - A major effort during the evaluation of the 18-in. diameter 
vessel designs was the establishment of a fracture criterion for the skirt structure. 
It was found that the structure was fracture critical with respect to the combined 
effects of the axial thrust load and discontinuity bending moments. The fracture 
criterion, as defined by equation (18), was used in conjunction with ,rev ised strength 
levels to size the skirt structure. The original strength values as estimated from 
the Vessel 2, 4, and 5 tests were increased about 10 percent as a result of the skirt 
behaviors during the Vessel 8, 9, and IR & D No.4 tests. The strengths of the skirt 
structure on these three latter vessels were improved by a better sequencing of the 
polar-hoop layers and a more careful control in processing. 
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The discontinuity analysis used to determine the deflections and loads in the 
skirt-case junction area was identical to that used on the 18-in. vessels. Again a 
digital computer was employed to generate the elastic properties and to influence 
coefficients for the structure (shown in Figllre 59 as broken down into 24 free bodies). 
Also included in Figure 59 is a tabular summary of the pertinent parameters and 
elastic properties used in the discontinuity analysis. The resulting bending moments, 
transverse shear loads, and the radial displacement profile is shown in Figure 60 for 
the entire skirt attachment area. 
The critical area in the skirt structure was 2 in. (50. 8 mm) forward of the 
tangent plane where: 
M 3,500 in. lb/in. (16, 000 Nm / m) 
Ns 15,000 Ib/in. (2.6 MN/ m) 
.1R 0.085 in. (outward) (2.16 mm) 
The maximum principal stresses in the longitudinal layers occurred at the outer sur-
face of the skirt and were obtained from equations (22) and (23). 
a cp = Eo cp [N + 6MJ 
(Ecpt)c s tc 
7.2 [ 6 (3,500)J 
4.6 (0.89) 15,000 + 0.89 
68,000 psi (470 MN/ m 2) 
.1R R EOf) 
0~~.8~ (1. 6 x 106) 
= 5,000 psi (34.5 MN/ m 2) 
The resulting stresses translated into the direction of a longitudinal ply , +11 deg 
(0.19 rad) from the (cp) direction, are calculated from equations (19), (20) and (21): 
ax -65,100 psi (-449 MN/ m 2) 
ay = +2,200 psi (15.2 MN/ m 2) 
Txy 12,200 psi (84.1 MN/ m2) 
At 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/m 2g) the predicted fracture indicator, as obtained from 
equation (18), and the following revised strength levels: 
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SKIRT 
FREE 
P"ODlES4 NO.4 THRU 12 NO. 13 NO. 14 NO. 15 NO. 16 NO. 17 NO . 1R NO. 19 NO. 20 NO. 21 NO. 22 NO. 23 NO. 24 N"~D;kf ~ Z 4 I ~ .. I· \- f - - "3- N.p - Ns • - -
N ~ . \ NO.3 
.p NO.2 
NO.1 
MEMBRANE COMPOSITE POISSON'S* EFFECT 
FREE I POLAR WRA.P OOMPOSITE COMPOSITE LONGITUDINAL AVERAGE LENGTH OF DUE TO LONGITUDI-
BODY STRAIN, (cp THICKNESS, tc HOOP MODULUS, Ea BENDING STIFFNESS, RADIUS . R FREE BODY. L NAL STRESS IN 
NO. (IN./IN. ) (IN. ) (mm) (PSI) (GN/ m 3) Dcp (IN . 3) (MN/m 3) (IN. ) (mm) (IN . ) (mm) POLAR WRAP 
1 .0 .023 .0.43 (10.9) l. 3 x 10+6 (9.0) 0.032 x 10+6 (2. 395)' 25. 76 (654.3) -- 0.400 
.... I 2 0.023 0.80 (20.3) 3.9 (26.9) O. 120 (8.98 1) 25.40 (645.2) 1.0 (25.4) O. 180 
~ I 3 0.023 0.95 (24.1) 4. 4 (30.3) O. 180 (1 . 347) 26.00 (660.4) 1.0 (25.4) 0.180 Q) 
L4 THRU12 -- 0.89 (22.6) 4.6 (31. 7) 0.281 (2 , 103) 26.80 (680.7) 1. I(EA) (28.2) 
13 0.023 1. 99 (50.6) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.370 (2,769) 26.40 (670.6) 2. 0 (50. 8) 0.023 
14 0.023 1. 98 (50 .3) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.320 (2 .395) 26.45 (671. 8) 2.0 (50. 8) 0.023 
15 0.022 1. 86 (47.2) 4.7 (32.4) 0.280 (2 .096) 26.50 (673.1) 2.0 (50 .8) 0.023 
16 0.021 1. 80 (45.7) 4.7 (32.4) 0.250 (1. 871) 26. 60 (675.6) 2. 0 (50.8) 0.024 
17 0.020 1.72 (43.7) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.240 (1,796) 26.65 (676.9) 2. 0 (50.8) 0.024 
18 0.019 1. 65 (4l. 9) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.240 (1.796) 26. 70 (678.2) 2. 0 (50. 8) 0.024 
19 0.019 1. 54 (39.1) 4.7 (32.4) 0.230 (1. 723) 26 . 75 (679 . 5) 1.5 (38. 1) 0.024 
20 O. 019 1. 47 (37.3) 4.7 (32.4) 0.230 (1. 723) 26. 78 (680.2) 1.5 (38. 1) 0.024 
21 0.018 1. 37 (34. 8) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.220 (1. 646) 26. 80 (680 .7) 2.0 (50. 8) 0.026 
22 O. 01 8 1. 32 (33.5) 4. 7 (32.4) 0.220 (1. 646) 26.90 (683.3) 3. 5 (88. 9) 0 . 026 
23 0. 018 1. 17 (29.7) 4.7 (32.4) 0.210 (1. 572) 27.00 (685. 8) 3.5 (88.9) 0.030 
24 O. 018 1. 06 (26.9) 4.9 x 10+6 (33. 8) 0.210 x 10+6 (1. 572) 27.10 (68 8 .3) -- 0.030 
*llcp9 
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F x 80, 000 psi (552 MN/ m 2) (compression) 
Fy 6,000 psi (41. 4 MN/ m 2) (tension) 
F s ;0, 000 psi (207 MN/ m 2) (inplane shear) 
is calculated as shown: (;:Y -U;:? +(i;Y + (f:Y = A 
(
65, 100)2 + 
80,000 
65, 000 (2, 200) + (2, 200)2 
(80,000)2 \6,000 
A = 0.98 
+ (12, 200) 2 == A 
30,000 
where A is less than unity, therefore indicating a safe structure at 5,000 psig 
(34.5 MN/ m 2g). The resulting margin of safety, as obtained from equation (24), is: 
MS = Uyl2 -1 
= [1. 10J - 1 = +0.01 
The margin of safety with respect to axial compressive buckling was based on 
the data presented in Reference 5 which is shown plotted in Figure 9. The critical 
axial stress (a cr) was obtained from equation (25) and is based on the material prop-
erties and geometry shown: 
where 
a
cr 
= C [EO EcpJ 1/ 2 
R;t s 
EO 4.66 x 106 psi (32.1 GN/ m 2) 
Elf 4.64 x 106 psi (32.0 GN/m2) 
R 27.0 in. (686 mm) 
ts 0.89 in. (22.6 mm) 
C = O. 45 (reference Figure 9 ) 
O. 45[ (4. 66) (4. 64)J 106 
acr = 2 0) / 
7' / 0.89 
69,000 psi (476 MN/ m2) 
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l\1S 
<J(,), Is 
--~- - I 
NH 
I,!), oon (0. HB) _ 1 
I :1, 000 
10. :: () 
-----------'-~~ -- -------
Fo)'ward donH'. - 'I'll(' Ill:tXillllll1l stl'l'SSl'S intlu ' rOI '\\':ll'd dflllH ' ()CCUI' at lilt' 
I'l'gioll nea I' lhl' polar /)11 :-;:-; \\'IH ' I'(' lill' 1lll'IllIJl':IIH' COlllPfllH ' llt il-' pl'('fiflll1innnt nlld at 
11lL' tangcnt planl' whel'l' till' fiiHCf1lltilluily hending 811'('HHeH:I 1'( ' at a 111:l '-d11l11nl. 
At a radills of 11. '-I in. (~90 111m), jusl outiluard or tilt' polar IJWiS , tl1(' 
Illl' nil))':ll1C' strcsSOR lila.\' ill' obtained by the "lwtting" :IPPI'O:Il'il IH'cause of tile near 
('quality of the stl'ain It'\'(,ls in til(' tW() principal dirl'l'tiClIlH . 
st r('~:'ws arc sma1\ in this a rca anrl tllufl will he ncglectl'd. 
Ht rl'HS at 5,000 psig (:~'-I. fj I\lN / 11l 2g) is: 
Ncp 
tag cos 2a 
123,000 
o. 7 ~ ('()s2 4G o 
The dir-wontinllit\' IJendillg 
Thl' predicted fila l1l!'nt 
Till' filament HtJ'('HH at the tang'cnt plUlll' iH l'HH('lilially a function of thf' 
11ll'l'idional 11lC'l11branc loading and the benning I1Hlllll' lllfl (lucnl in this an'a) . I,' rom 
thl' ski rl-doI1lL'-l'aH(, diHl'Ontilillit.\' an:Il\'HiR, 111(, l()c:tI iJl'nding 11l0111l'Jlt is arouncl 
4. oon in. Ill / in . (lH. oon Nm / Ill). nnn eomiJinod with tlH' mOlllhr:-lne loading, the 
pOhll' I'ilal11cn( Htn'HH is as I'tdlflwH (whl'rL' thl' ('Hcet of lhe hoop s (r:-lin iR l1l'glceted). 
FonV:lrci polar /)oss . - 'I'll<' fOr'wa I'd polar hoss was d(,Hignl'd to ill' ('olllpat ihl{' 
with till' VesHel 2 forward closurl' which wu s reworked to rUl'ililatl' tIll' install:ttion 
of a ~ in. (GO. H 1111ll) inkt pipe. Tht, hoss nwtl'r'ial waR AISI tyP(' ·1::'-10 s(('cl forging, 
silldla)' to that of the closur(', with an ultimatl' str<'ngth level of I no til I HO ksi 
(I. I t() l.~ C;N / 1ll2 ) ancl an l'longatioll of around IH pC),l'ent. Thl' ('Inl-'llr'e waR joined 
10 tlil' boss hv :30 bOltH (G / H-IH lINF) willl a minil11ulll ultimalc tl'nsill' I-' tn' ng1h of 
1:-\0 kHi (1. ~ GN / 1ll 2) . 
TIll' loaciH and dcflt-diuns in thc \)oss-cloSUI'( ' ass('mbl v Wl'r(' dl't('l'nlineu by 
n discontinuity anal .\'sis similar lu that shown fur the Vesl:;el 1 forward bOl:;s. The 
lorsional stiffnl'Hs of thl' fil)erg-lass dome buildup ovc)' the bOHS was considered 
small as compared to Ihat of thl' flteel boss and then'foJ'(' was neglected in th is 
anuI,·sis. The configlJ)'ation of thc analyzed asscmbly. the boundary loaciR at an 
intl'rnal 1)l'l'flSUrO of G. 000 pHig (:! ,L 5 MN / m 2g), and the location of the high stress 
:Irl'as are Hhown in Figure (i1. The two boundary loads NH. and QIl' at the dome-
poJa r boss interface' were determined from equations (29) and (30), rcspectiveJy. 
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SHEAR PLY DOME BUILDUP (REF) 
+ 22.0 IN . DIA 
(5 58 . 8 mm) 
FORWARD POLAR---
BOSS (4340 STEEL) 
3 
11. 90 IN. DIA 
(302 . :J mm) * P 
CLOSURE 
(4340 STEEL) 
BOUNDARY LOADS 2 
P = 5 , 000 PSrG (34.5 MN/ m g) 
NR = 34 ,000 LB/ IN. (5.95 MN/ m) 
Q
R 
= 2 , 300 LB/ IN. (0 .402 M / m) 
N = t, 100 LB/ IN . (0 . 193 MN/ m) p 
LOCA TrONS OF HIGH STRESS AREAS 
STATIO G) THRU 0 
5 
Figure 61. 54-In. Subscale Forward Polar Boss and Closure 
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The predicted loads and deflections from the di s continuity analy sis at a 
pres sure of 5,000 psig (34.5 MN/ m2g) are as follows: 
aag = .!iL + 6~ (~ cos2a 
tag t Ecpf37 
66,200 + 6 (4,000) (12. 4) cos2a 
0.24 (0.95)2 7.0 
= 327,000 psi (2.25 GN/ m 2) 
The indicated margin of safety at the tangent plane is +0.01, assuming that the 
bending moment does not decay out due to local resin crazing. 
The contour of the forward dome was based on a hoop to meridional load 
ratio of -0.17 or a compressive membrane hoop bias of 27,000 psi (1 86 MN/ m 2). 
This design parameter was identical to that used for the polar wrapped 18-in. 
diameter vessels. 
M Q Ncp flR flO 
Location {in. -lb/in.) {lb/in. ) {lb/in. ) J!!!.:l {rad) 
2 -24,900 1,920 19,200 0.00520 0.00191 
3 -33,500 -13,200 13,500 0.00314 0.00191 
4, 5, and 6 11,000 -24,200 13,400 -0.00097 0.00723(a) 
7 11,900 -20,600 15,000 -0.00444 0.00723 
{Nm/ m) {MN/ m) {MN/ m) {mm) {rad) 
2 -110,000 0.336 3.36 0.1321 0.00191 
3 -149,000 -2.31 2.36 0.0798 0.00191 
4, 5, and 6 49,000 -4.24 2.35 -0.0246 0.00723 
7 53,000 -3.61 2.63 -0.1128 0.00723 
(a) The effects of bolt elongation included. 
The predicted stresses in the critical areas shown in Figure 61 as a result 
of the loads and deflections shown above are in the following tabulation. 
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Stress Magnitude TYEe 
Location Item ~ (MN/m2~ 
1 Shear Ply 710 4.9 shear 
2 Polar Boss 125, 000 862 tensile 
3 Polar Boss 120,000 827 tensile 
4 Shear Lip 91,000 627 shear 
5 Bolt 160,000 1. 10 tensile 
6 Bolt 85, 000 586 thread shear 
7 Flange 157,000 1. 08 tensile 
8 Closure 90,000 621 tensile 
The critical area on the assembly was the closure flange with a local tensile stress 
of 157,000 psi (1. 08 GN/ m2). Neglecting the effects of yield, the indicated margin 
of safety was +0.01. 
Aft Eolar boss. - The aft polar boss was designed to react the discontinuity 
loadings at the hydrotest fixture attachment area and to be compatible with the 
deflections of the aft dome. The boss and fixture material was AISI type 4340 steel 
forging with an ultimate tensile strength of 160 to 180 ksi (1. 1 to 1. 2 GN/ m 2). The 
strength was primarily needed in the shear lip area of both the boss and fixture in 
order to withstand the high transverse shear loading as induced by both the radial 
discontinuity shear and bending moment loads at the bolt. The piston housing was 
attached to the boss by 60 bolts (7 / 8-14 UNF) having a minimum tensile strength of 
180 ksi (1. 2 GN/ m2). 
The assembly of the two components was analyzed with a discontinuity 
analysis similar to that used on the forward boss and closure. The influence 
of the aft dome shell and buildup was again neglected with only the two interface 
loads (NR and QR) and the internal pressure considered as the primary influ-
ential boundary conditions. 
Figure 62 shows the polar boss fixture assembly with the locations of the 
high stress areas and the pertinent boundary loads included. The loads and deflec-
tions, as obtained from discontinuity analysis at a pressure of 5, 000 psig at these 
high stress areas, are as follows: 
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SHEAR PLY 
+ 
-19. -10 IN . DIA 
(1,255 mm) 
AFT POLAR 
BOSS (-13-10 STEEL) 
p 
25 . 5 IN . DIA 
(647.7 mm) 
AFT DOME BUILDUP 
(EXPANDED POSITION) 
G 
7/ 8-l-IlJNF 
BOLT (60) 
180 K 
HYDROTEST PISTO 
____ N 
p 
BOUNDARY LOADS 
HOUSING (-13-10 STEEL) 
2 P 5. 000 psig (34 . 5 MN / m g) 
NR 68 . 000 LB / IN . (11. 9 MN / m) 
QR - 5. -100 LB/ IN. (0.9-16 MI\' 1m) 
" 0 LB/ IN. p 
22650 - 2 
Figure 62. 54-In. Subscale Aft Polar Boss and Hydrotest Fixture 
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Location 
2 thru 5 
6 
2 thru 5 
6 
M 
{in. -lb/in. } 
-23,300 
-36,000 
{Nm/ m} 
-104,000 
-160,000 
Q 
{lb/in. } 
-11,100 
+ 6,600 
{MN/ m 2} 
-1.94 
1. 16 
(a)Includes rotation due to bolt elongation . 
N .1R 
.18 
{lb/in. } ~ {rad) 
23,000 +0.00612 0.0177 
33,300 -0.00342 0.0127(a) 
{MN/ m2} {mm} 
4.03 0.1554 
5.83 0.0869 
The predicted stresses at these locations are as tabulated: 
Stress Magnitude T;y~e 
Location Item 
.!Eill {MN/m2} 
1 Shear Ply 890 6.14 shear 
2 Bolt Thread 67,500 465 shear 
3 Bolt 142,000 979 tensile 
4 Shear Lip 33,000 228 shear 
5 Flange 37,000 255 shear 
6 Housing 118,000 814 tensile 
The bolt was the critical component in the assembly with a predicted stress of 
140,000 psi (965 MN/m2) at ultimate pressure. The margin of safety was +0.28. 
The bolt was sized to react the basic blowout loading and to tolerate the boss 
rotation as limited by the gap between the boss and fixture flange. The radial 
load coupling between the fixture flange and shear lip reacted the bending moment 
at the bolt. 
Aft dome. - The aft dome structure was designed to be compatible with the 
deflections of the polar boss to withstand the loads induced by the internal pressure. 
The shell was made up of interspersed polar layers and tape reinforcements, with 
the quantity of the latter established by the hoop loading at the polar boss. The 
quantity of polar wrap was essentially determined by the loads in the forward dome 
and by the discontinuity bending moment at the aft tangent plane. 
The contour of the aft dome was determined by an iterative process using 
the "netting" and discontinuity analysis to balance out the stresses in the tape re-
inforcement and in the polar layers. Because of the low filament orientation of the 
polar layers, the tape reinforcements essentially were designed to carryall of the 
hoop loading, while the polar wrap carried the meridional membrane loading and 
reacted the discontinuity bending moments. The interface shear area between the 
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polar and tape laminates was critical at the termination of the tape layers near the 
aft tangent plane. 
The strength of the total composite in the hoop direction around the polar 
boss area was really never established during the IS-in. diameter vessel task. How-
ever, the test results from Vessel 4 did indicate that the tape laminate could tolerate 
a 2.2 percent hoop strain level without any apparent indication of material fracture. 
Based on this data and the indicated tape filament strength level of 370 to 390 ksi 
(2. G to 2.7 GN/ m2), a fracture criterion for the tape-polar composite was established 
at a hoop strain level of 2.5 percent. At this strain level it was estimated that the 
failure would be initiated by fracture occurring at the tape to tape interfaces and would 
be caused by crazing in the resin matrix. 
The first contour estimate was obtained from the "netting" analYSis and con-
sidered the filament orientation of only the reinforcements. The contour was then 
modified by reducing the rate of change in the meridional curvature until the bending 
stresses in the polar layers at the tangent plane were not overly excessive. The 
limiting factor was the stress in the tape reinforcements as a function of the hoop 
loading, which increases as the meridional curvature is decreased. 
For the dome shell discontinuity analysis the two boundary loads NR and QR 
at the dome-boss interface were again used in conjunction with the boss rotation as 
obtained from the boss fixture discontinuity analysis. The boss deflection was con-
sidered small compared to that of the dome and thus was neglected. Figure 63 shows 
the aft dome broken down into the respective free-bodies where the dome buildup over 
the boss was treated as a ring and the dome and cylindrical sections as short shell 
segments. The structural elastic properties, loads, and geometries that were 
entered into the digital computer are shown tabulated in Table XI. The final predicted 
loads and deflections from the discontinuity analysis which was made on the structure 
in the deflected position are shown in Table XII. 
The dome buildup over the aft boss was critical with respect to the hoop strain 
in the composite structure. The predicted hoop strain is based on the deflections 
obtained from the discontinuity analYSis and calculated from equation (33) using the 
radial distance to the ring centroid with the ring in the unexpanded position . 
E() = .1RI-2 
Rc 
0.60 
= O. 024 in. /in. 24.7 
The resu1tin~ margin of safety is +0.04 for this area at a pressure of 5, 000 psig 
(34.5 MN/ m g). The predicted maximum strain in the outside polar layers of the 
ring at the intersection of the dome ring and shell is obtained from equation (32): 
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Figure 63. 54-In. Sub scale Aft Dome Structure 
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TABLE Xl 
54-IN . SUBSCALE AFT DOME PROPERTIES FOR THE DISCONTINUITY ANALYSlS 
Free Bod.\:: Data Between Free Bodies (Expanded Posi tion) 
Free 
t E Ee R N Ne Body ave ~ Length ave ~ 
No. ~ (mm) (j2si x 10- 6) (N/ m2) (psi x 10- 6) (N/ m2) ~ ~ (mm) ~ (mm) (lb / in.) (MN/ m) (Ib/ in . ) (MN/ m) 
1 2. 70 (68 . 6) 2.3 (0. 0159) 5.6 (0.0386) O. 14 5.0 (127) 25 . 6 (650) 6 1,000 (10.68) 162,000 (28.36) 
2 2.00 (50.8) 2.6 (0.0179) 3 . 1 (0.0214) 0.31 1.5 ( 38) 26.4 (671) 58,000 (10.15) 7,000 ( 1. 23) 
3 1. 75 (44.5) 2.9 (0. 0200) 2.7 (0.0186) 0. 34 1.5 ( 38) 27.1 (688) 57,000 ( 9.98) -15 , 000 (-2 . 63) 
4 1. 48 (37.6) 3. 1 (0 . 0214) 2.4 (0.0165) 0. 34 1.2 ( 30) 27 . 6 (701) 56,000 ( 9.80) -25,000 (-4.38) 
.... 
N 
5 1. 25 (31.8) 3.3 (0 . 0228) 2.3 (0 . 0159) 0.34 1.0 ( 25) 27.8 (706) 55,000 ( 9.63) -30,000 (-5 . 25) 
~ 
6 1. 13 (28 . 7) 3.4 (0.0234) 2.3 (0,0159) 0.34 1.0 ( 25) 27 . 8 (706) 55,000 ( 9.63) -30,500 (-5.34) 
7 1. 06 (26.9) 2 . 8 (0.0193) 5.0 (0.0345) O. 049 1.5 ( 38) 27.8 (706) 55,000 ( 9.63) 140,000 (24.5 1) 
8 1. 06 (26 . 9) 2.8 (0.0193) 5.0 (0.0345) O. 049 3.0 ( 76) 27.8 (706) 55,000 ( 9.63) 140,000 (24.51) 
9 1. 06 (26.9) 2.8 (0.0193) 5.0 (0. 0345) O. 049 
L __ 
Between 
Free Bodies M 
~o.) (in. -lb/ in.) 
1-2 -2 6,800 
2-3 -10,700 
3-4 +3,000 
4 -5 +8 ,600 
5-6 +9,500 
6-7 +6 ,900 
7-8 +2,000 
8 -9 -1,600 
Midcylinder 
l __ 
TABLE Xli 
54-IN. SU BSCALE RESULTS FROM THE AFT 
DOME DISCONTINUITY ANALYSIS 
Q 
(Nm/ m) Ob/in. ) (MN/ m) ~ 
(- 119,200) -13,900 (- 2.43) -0 . 60 
(-47,600) - 13,700 (-2 . 40) -0.59 
(13,300) - 6,700 (-1.17) -0 . 56 
(38,300) - 2,700 (-0.47) - 0. 54 
(42,300) +900 (0 . 16) - 0. 52 
(30,700) +4,200 (0.74) -0.52 
(8,800) +2,400 (0.42) -0 . 56 
(7,100) +280 (0. 049) -0. 65 
- 0.70 
+M 
AR 
+ Q 
A fJ 
(mm) ~ 
(- 15.2) - 1. 01 
(-15.0) - 2.0 
(-14.2) - 2.1 
(-13.7) - 1. 7 
(- 13.2) -0. 66 
(-13.2) +0.45 
(-14.2) +1. 8 
(- 16 . 5) +1. 5 
(-17.8) 
+ M 
+p 
+ Q 
--- - - 1.----
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(rad) 
(-0. 018) 
(-0.035) 
(-0 . 037) 
(-0.030) 
(-0. 012) 
(+0.008) 
(+0.031) 
(0.026) 
.... .. .. .. _-----
0.027 in. /in . 
The stress in the polar and tape filaments in this area at the outside diameter 
of the polar boss is calculated from equation (34). The predicted stres s in the polar 
filament is: 
(32) 
(Jag =[ (Jif cos2aP + apsin2cxp] E (34) 
Elf Ee g 
[0.027 cos2 25° + 0.024 sin2 25°J 12.4 x lOG 
328,000 psi (2.26 GN/m2) 
The predicted stress in the tape filament at this same location is also obtained from 
equation (34): 
(JTg [ 0.027 cos2 63° + 0.024 sin2 63° J 12.4 x 10 6 
310,000 psi (2.14 GN/m2) 
Based on a minimum design ultimate pressure of 330, 000 psi (2.28 GN/ m 2) for the 
polar and tape filaments, the dome buildup structure showed a positive margin of 
safety at ultimate pressure . The maximum transverse shear stress at the neutral 
axis of the shell locally in this area is a funct ion of the shear load (Q) between bodies 
No. 1 and 2. 
= 3 (13,900) sin 45° 
2 (2.0) 
7,400 psi (51. 0 MN/m2) 
The typical minimum interlaminar shear strength of an S-994 glass-epoxy laminate 
(as established from the ASTM test standard D2344) is about 9,000 psi (62 MN/ m 2). 
Therefore, the aft dome structure was considered safe with respect to interlaminar 
shear . 
The other critical area was around the tangent plane, where the influence of 
the cylindrical section on the dome shell induced fairly high discontinuity bending stresses. 
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The maximum axial stresses were predicted just aft of the tangent plane in the inside 
layers of the polar wrap. At this location between bodies No. 5 and 6, the hoop and 
meridional strains as obtained from equations (33) and (34), respectively, are: 
E() = 0.019 in. /in. 
Ecp = 0.028 in. l in. 
These strains result in a polar filament stress of 340, 000 psi (2.34 GN/ m 2) as calcu-
lated from equation (34) and based on a polar filament orientation of ~8 deg (0. 14 rad) 
at this location. While this value indicates a negative margin of safety of -0. 03, the 
structure was still considered safe at 5, 000 psig (34.5 MN/m2g) due to the conserva-
tism applied to the material properties prior to the design of Vessel 8. However, 
this stress value does indicate that this area will be the most probable area of rupture 
during the hydroburst test. 
The load transfer between the tapes and the polar wrap is also at a maximum 
locally in this area due to the 2.8 percent meridional strain level. The maximum 
load that must be transmitted was assumed to be from the third tape laminate as 
sequenced from the inside diameter. The predicted load as obtained from equation (35) 
is: 
NaT = Ecp ETCP tT 
0.028 (1. 5 x 106) 0.04 
1,700 lb/ in. (0.30 MN/m) 
which is considered safe based on a strength level referenced in the analysis on the 
IR & D Vessel No.4 aft dome structure. There it is shown that a glass-epoxy 
laminate is capable of safely transmitting a load of 2, 000 lb per in. (0.35 MN/m) in 
single lap shear. 
Fabrication 
Mandrel tooling. - The 54-in. sub scale was fabricated on a sand-PVA mandrel 
having a sand-PVA mixture identical to that established for the 18-in. vessels. The 
total mandrel was made up of four cast segments each having a sand bulkhead at one 
end, a reinforced plywood bulkhead at the other, and a steel hub running through the 
center. 
The mandrel segments were cast in wooden molds having an interior surface 
of plaster which was swept to the desired diametral or dome surface contour. The 
center hub was fixtured relative to the swept surface prior to sand packing in order 
to get the desired concentricity and parallelism. The sand was hand packed starting 
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at the bottom to form the sand bulkhead and then worked up along the contour to form 
the wall. Five-in. diameter (127 mm) tubes were cast into the forward segment in 
order to give the segments additional radial strength to prevent collapsing during 
skirt installation. The remaining segments were hollow, with the inside diameter 
established by a single thin wall pipe with diameter slightly less than the bore in the 
aft polar boss. 
Upon final assembly of the mandrel, the individual segments were slipped onto 
a master shaft as shown being done in Figure 64 where each hub was mechanically 
locked to the shaft and the sand castings bonded together. 
The skirt mandrel was also a sand casting similar to a center segment of the 
case mandrel. However, the center hub of the casting was directly bolted to the wind 
axis adapter without the use of a center shaft. 
The skirt fixture, which was used to install the skirt to hold it in place during 
the remainder of winding and cure, consisted of a large diameter plate and jacking 
screws. 
The mandrels were removed from the finished parts by the addition of water 
internally in the mandrel. The water dissolved the PVA binder, thus reducing the 
sand casting to a loose composite which was readily washed out. The wooden bulk-
heads and metal tubes were removed as the sand was softened. 
The case and skirt mandrels fully assembled for winding are shown in 
Appendix A, Drawing 8K 42110. 
Processing. - The 54-in. diameter vessel was filament wound with a 20-end 
8-994 glass roving identical to that used for the IS-in. vessels with Gen Gard V-45 
rubber and again used for both the internal bladder and the shear ply. During the 
IS-in. diameter vessel effort the unidirectional reinforcement tapers were made at 
Wasatch Division, but for the 54-in. vessel the required quantity exceeded existing 
plant capability and therefore were purchased from 3M Co in 3- and 4-in. widths. 
The preimpregnated unidirectional tape material purchased from 3M Co, 
XP2518-8901, had essentially identical filament properties to that of the 8-994 
roving and had a resin system compatible with the E-717 prep reg material including 
an equivalent interlaminar shear strength. 
The skirt and case were wound on the Accurate Machine & Tool Co winding machine, 
the same machine used to wind all of the polar wrapped IS-in. diameter vessels. The 
winding machine, which has both a planar and hoop delivery system, is compatible 
with a maximum case height of 160 in. (4.064 m), thus establishing the criterion for 
the length of the 54-in. diameter vessel. 
The skirt was wound identically to the procedures established for the IS-in. 
vessels. The only difference was that the mandrel was made of sand-PVA and thus 
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was removed by the washout technique. Machining in the shear ply taper area was 
done on a vertical turret lathe prior to mandrel washout. 
The case was also fabricated in accordance with procedures established during 
the 18-in. vessel task. The bladder and polar boss NBR shear ply were installed in 
the "green" condition, and the polar and hoop wrap were wound in an interspersed 
sequence. The two critical areas during case fabrication were the layup of the tape 
reinforcements and the installation of the skirt. The tapes were installed and debulked 
by hand between each winding of a complete polar layer (two ply). The polar wrap was 
originally set up in a one circuit pattern, but it was discovered that as the roving 
crossed over the tape layer it caused the tapes to further compress and move slightly. 
Near the clos ing of the single circuit pattern, the tapes formed a large wrinkle, which 
folded down and compacted upon completion of the layer. As a result of this wrinkling, 
the subsequent polar layers were wound in a three circuit pattern which required three 
revolutions of the mandrel to complete a single layer. The resulting advance of the 
roving minimized the extent of "walking" by the tapes and thus essentially eliminated 
the large wrinkle that formed at the close of the pattern. The three circuit polar 
pattern is shown being wound in Figure 65. Figure GG shows how the three circuit 
pattern appeared as it covered a tape layer on the aft dome. The three circuit pattern 
did not create any undes irable buildups in the forward boss or skirt attachment areas. 
At the completion of the final polar layer, the skirt was prepared for instal-
lation. The surface of the inner shear ply, which was cured along with the skirt 
structure, was mechanically cleaned with a high speed emery wheel and chemically 
cleaned with MEK. The shear ply surface was then coated with liquid epoxy resin 
(Union Carbide ERL-2774) in order to prewet the bonding surfaces and thus reduce 
the sliding friction incurred during installation. Figure 67 shows resin being applied 
over the cleaned surface of the inner shear ply. 
The installation of the skirt was initiated by the removal of the case mandrel 
from the winding machine in the vertical position. The skirt and installation fixture 
were then placed on the winding axis and the case mandrel reinstalled, as is shown 
being done in Figure 68. The skirt was then forced in place on the case by four 
jack screws and was then retained by the fixture plate during the completion of 
fabrication. 
The outer surface of the skirt taper was then cleaned with MEK, and "green" 
NBR for the outer shear and filler plies was installed using 30 mil (0.76 mm) sheet 
stock. The style 8/34-901 glass fabric and hoop roving were alternately applied, as 
shown in Figures 69 and 70, respectively, until the total requirements of each were 
installed. 
After completion of winding, the case-mandrel assembly was installed 
vertically in the oven, forward end down, and cured for 6 hr at 3000 F (422 0 K). 
Upon cooldown, the mandrel was reinstalled in the winding machine, where the 
skirt was faced off and the aft dome opening cut with a high speed diamond wheel. 
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Figure 65. Winding of Three Circuit P olar Wrap Pattern for 54- In . Subscale Case 
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Figure 66. Three Circuit Polar Wrap Pattern and Aft Dome of 54 -In. Subscale Case 
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Figure 67. Application of Resin to Skirt Shear Ply Surface of 54-In. Subscale Case 
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Figure 68 . Installation of Skirt in 5-l: -In. Subscale Case 
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Figure 69 . Installation of Fabric OYer Outer Shear Ply of 54 -In. Subscale Case 
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Figure 70. Winding of Hoop Roving Over Area of Outer Shear Ply 
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The mandrel was easily removed by the addition of water and the breaking up of the 
wooden bulkheads. The shaft, metal tubes, and sections of wooden bulkheads were 
removed through the aft port while the sand was washed out through the forward port. 
During mandrel removal the case was supported by the skirt in the vertical position, 
forward end down. 
The completed case is shown in Figures 71 and 72. The slight discoloration 
in the area of the aft dome opening is from the application of ambient cure epoxy resin 
after the aft port machining operation in order to seal off the laminate and protect it 
from water during mandrel removal. The vessel had a total volume from the face of 
each boss of 322, 000 cu in. (5.28 m3) and a total weight including the forward closure 
of 3, 580 lb (1623.9 Kg). The actual (or estimated) component weights are as follows: 
Forward Closure and Bolts 56 lb (25.4 Kg) (actual) 
Forward Polar Boss 107 lb (48.5 Kg) (actual) 
Aft Polar Boss 580 lb (263.1 Kg) (actual) 
Bladder and Shear Ply 117 lb (53.1 Kg) (estimated) 
Skirt and Overwrap 350 lb (158.8 Kg) (estimated) 
Pressure Vessel Structure 2,370 lb (1075.0 Kg) (estimated) 
Total 3,580 lb (1623.9 Kg) (actual) 
Hydrostatic Test 
Testing. - The 54-in. (1. 372 m) vessel was hydrostatically tested in an open 
air test bay where pressurization was performed by a portable Halliburton oil field 
pumping unit. The vessel was supported vertically in a test fixture having a skirt 
thrust platform, a thrust simulation piston, and eight 2 3/ 4-in. (69.9 mm) diameter 
steel tie rods to induce and transfer the thrust loading. The test arrangement with 
the wooden work platform around the area of the aft dome removed prior to pressuri-
zation is shown in Figure 73. 
The vessel was pressurized during the proof cycle at an average rate of 
639 psig per minute (0.0734 MN/m2g/ sec) to an average proof pressure of 3, 940 psig 
(27.17 MN/m2g) which was held for a duration of 180 sec prior to pressure release. 
A visual inspection after the proof test revealed no abnormal crazing or structural 
degradation. The extensometers were then removed and the pressurization for the 
the burst cycle commenced. The vessel was pressurized at an average rate of 
647 psig per minute (0.744 MN/m2g/ sec) until failure occurred at a pressure of 
5,860 psig (40.40 MN/m2g). The actual pressure traces for both the proof and 
burst cycles are shown in Figure 74. 
Failure occurred in the aft dome just aft of the tangent plane, where the polar 
wrap fractured completely around the circumference of the dome, driving the case and 
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fixture into the floor of the test bay. A two frame photo sequence at failure is shown 
in Figure 75. The time interval between each frame was 0.0156 second. The vessel 
immediately after burst is shown in Figure 76. It appeared that the piston housing 
and aft polar boss broke completely away from case, struck the piston reaction structure, 
and fell back into the case. The aft dome also completely fractured away, but was re-
strained by the test fixture and fell back to its original position. A post-test inspection 
revealed that the instantaneous thrust load of 13,000,000 lb (57.82 MN), which was a 
result of the aft dome blowing off, caused the skirt inner shear ply to fail at the skirt 
interface, allowing the case to extrude itself through the skirt and skirt fixture until 
it hit the bay floor. 
Test results. - At the burst pressure of 5,860 psig (40.40 MN/ m 2g) the signifi-
cant loads, stresses, and performance parameters were: 
Total Thrust Load 3.02 x 106 lb (13. 43MN) 
Skirt Compressive Loads 17, 900 lb/in. (3.134 MN/ m) 
Hoop Filament Stress 360, 000 psi (2.482 MN/ m 2) 
Hoop Composite Stress 153,000 psi (1. 055 MN/m2) 
Hoop Composite, al p 2.1 x 106 in. (0. 523 MNm/ Kg) 
Polar Filament Stress (a) 349,000 psi (2.406 GN/ m2) 
Polar Composite Stress (a) 176,000 psi (1. 213 GN/m2) 
Polar Composite Stress, alp (a)(b) 2.4 x 106 psi (16.55 GN/m2) 
Performance Factor, {i7 0.53 x 106 in. (0.132 MNm/ Kg) 
(a)At the midsection of the forward dome. 
(b)Estimated value; an accurate density measurement could not be made after the test. 
Actual measurements taken on the vessel before and after the test were: 
Vessel OD (midcylinder) 
Cylindrical Wall Thickness 
Cylindrical Wall Density 
Cylindrical Wall Resin Content, wt 
Skirt OD 
Skirt Wall Thickness 
Skirt Wall Density 
Skirt Wall Resin Content, wt 
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55.0 in. (1397. mm) 
1. 06 in. (26.9 mm) 
0.073 lb/ cu in. (2020.6 Kg/m3) 
21 percent 
54.68 in. (1388.9 mm) 
0.97 in. (24.6 mm) 
0.073 lb/ cu in. (2020.6 Kg/m3) 
21 percent 
Figure 75 . Photo Sequ ence of 54 -In. Subscale Case Burst 
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Figure 7G . 5-! -In . Subscalc Case After Hydrobul'st 
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Aft Dome Density 
Aft Dome Resin Content, wt 
Case Length 
0.074 Ib/ cu in. (2048.3 Kg/ m3) 
19 percent 
159.7 in. (4056 mm) 
Test data. - The vessel was instrumented with 24 strain gages and four 
extensometers, located as shown in Figure 77. Both types of gages were identical 
to those used during the 18-in. vessel tests. The extensometers were again removed 
after the proof cycle. Only three strain gages (8001, 8002, and 8004) failed to operate 
through both cycles; therefore, the strains as measured by the operational gages will 
be shown for the burst cycle only. The deflections at burst were extrapolated from 
the extensometer data during proof. 
The meridional strain at the external surface of the aft dome is shown in 
Figure 78. From study of this figure it is evident that the bending stresses were as 
significant as the membrane stresses. Gage 8024 was in the area of failure, and the 
gage reading reflects the large discontinuity bending moment present in this area. 
The hoop strain in the aft dome, with gage 8023 also in the location of fracture, is 
shown in Figure 79. The actual hoop strain was considerably lower than predicted 
due to conservatism in the prediction of the elastic properties and thicknesses of 
the tape laminates. The resulting increased tape thickness required additional hoop 
wrap between the polar layer locally at the tangent plane to prevent bridging of the 
polar wrap. This additional hoop restraint locally in this area also tended to reduce 
the magnitude of the hoop strain throughout the aft dome. 
The axial and hoop strains at the outside surface of the skirt structure are 
shown in Figure 80. The actual magnitudes were less than predicted due to the 
conservatism in the prediction of the axial bending stiffness of shell wall in the area 
of the shear ply. 
The axial strain in the shear ply overwrap is shown in Figure 81. The data 
shows the effects of crazing on the axial bending stiffness of the wall. As the pressure 
increased, it was noted that the axial bending stiffness decreased and the bending strain 
became predominant. 
The hoop strains near the two tangent planes and at midcylinder are shown in 
Figure 82. During the burst cycle, gage 8016 failed at around 4,300 psig (29.65 MN/m2g) 
and thus the data had to be extrapolated to failure pressure. The data reduced from the 
D001 extensometer during the proof cycle is also shown. The data correlated exactly 
with the strain gage reading. 
The only strain gage on the forward dome to survive the proof cycle was 8003, 
which was located near the tangent plane and indicated a hoop strain of 0.0010 in. /in. 
at burst. Extensometer D002 showed that the axial movement of the forward closure 
relative to the face of the skirt was 1. 0 in. (25.4 mm) at proof pressure, which gives 
an extrapolated deflection value of 1. 47 in. (37.3 mm) at burst. This deflection also 
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GAGE (a ) ORIENTA TION LOCATION 
D001 CIRCULAR MIDCYLINDE R 
D002 LONGITUDINAL FORWARD DOME 
D003 LONGITUDINAL CYLINDE R 
D004 LONGITUDINAL 'OVERWRAP 
SOO l CIRCULAR FORWARD DOME 
S002 LONGITUDINA L FORWARD DOME 
S003 CIRCULAR FORWARD DOME 
-0-- S004 LONGITUDINAL FORWARD DOME 
D001 S00 5 CIRCULAR SKIRT 
S006 CIRCULAR 
S007 CIRCULAR 
S0 08 LONGITUDINAL 
4-
S009 LONGITUDINA L SKIRT 
SOlO lJONGITUDINA L OVERWRAP 
SOll LONGITUDINAL 
S012 LONGITU DINAL 
S013 LONGTTUDINA I 
S014 LONGITUDINAL 
"C" DIM . 
S015 CIRCULAR OVERWRAP 
S0 16 CIRCULAR CYLINDER 
S017 CIRCULAR CYLINDER 
-+ S018 CIRCULAR AFT DOME S019 CIRCULAR 
"B" DIM. S020 LONGITUDINAL t S021 CIRCULAR 
S022 LONGITUDINA L 
S023 CIRCULAR 
S024 LONGITUDINAL AFT DOME 
(a)DOOX - EXTENSO METER 
SOOK - STRAIN GAGE 
Figure 77. 54-In. Subscale Case Instrumentation Location 
DIME NSION 
(IN. ) . (mm) 
SHOWN 
SHOWN 
SHOWN 
SHOWN 
A 6. 00 (1 52.4) 
A 6.00 (1 52.4) 
A 18 . 50 (469.9) 
A 18.50 (469.9) 
B 1. 00 (25 . 4) 
B 2 . 50 (63 .5) 
B 4.00 (1 0l. 6) 
B 2 . 50 (63 .5) 
B 4.00 nolo 6) 
C 4.00 nol. 6) 
C 8.00 (203 . 2) 
C 12 . 00 (304.8) 
C 15.00 (38 1. 0) 
C 19 . 00 (482.6) 
C 1. 00 (25 . 4\ 
C 80 . 00 (2082.0) 
C 136.00 (3454.4) 
D 4_00 n o l. 6) 
D 7. 00 1177 . 8) 
D 7:00 (177.8) 
D 9.00 (228.6) 
D 9.00 (228.6) 
D 1l. 50 (292. 1) 
D 11. 50 (2 92. 1) 
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Figure 78. 54-In. Subscale Case Aft Dome Meridional Strain (Burst Cycle) 
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Figure 79. 54-In. Subscale Case Aft Dome Hoop Strain (Burst Cycl~) 
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Figure 80. 54-In. Subscale Case Skirt Axial and Hoop Strain (Burst Cycle) 
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Figure 81. 54-In . Subscale Case Axial Strain in Shear Ply Overwrap (Burst Cycle) 
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Figure 82. 54-In. Sub scale Case Hoop Strain in Cylindrical Section (Burst Cycle) 
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L~_ 
includes the axial movement of skirt relative to the case, which was measured by the 
D004 extensometer during the proof cycle. The axial displacement of the skirt rela-
tive to the forward face of the overwrap at burst as extrapolated from the D004 data 
was 0.19 in. (4.8 mm) . This displacement was not linear with pressure, as is shown 
in Figure 83, due to the shear strain effects on the stiffness of the rubber. 
The axial strain in the cylindrical section of the case, away from skirt attach-
ment area, was recorded by extensometer D003 during the proof cycle . The deflection 
measurement was linear with pressure, and thus at burst, the extrapolated strain 
value was O. 022 in. /in. 
The test data, in general , showed that the 54-in. subscale design was a little 
conservative and could be made more efficient by utilizing the results of this test data. 
Based on a comparison of the actual and predicted stresses, it is estimated that an 
8 percent reduction in the weight of the structure could be safely made. 
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260-INCH VESSEL DIAMETER DESIGN RECOMMENDATION 
The results from the 54-in. (1. 372 m) diameter subscale vessel test have demon-
strated the basic design concepts, the employed analytical techniques, and the behavior 
of the structural materials relative to a 260-in. (6.6 m) motor case design. The only 
task that has not yet been fully demonstrated is the process ing techniques involved in 
the fabrication of a case of this size in order to achieve the required high performance 
fiberglass structure. 
The two critical areas on the 260-in. design were the skirt attachment concept 
and the structural integrity of the aft dome shell. The test results from the 54-in. 
sub scale has now demonstrated that these two areas are structurally compatible with 
the loads and geometry associated with a 260-in. motor. The design approaches and 
methods of analyses were based on conventional shell theories, which are just as 
readily applicable to a 260-in. motor case as they are to a IS-in. subscale vessel. 
The only potential variables are the fiberglass composite material properties, which 
are directly a function of processing quality. 
In addition to the two established requirements of a 70 percent aft port opening 
and a 15,000 lb/in. (2.63 MN/m) skirt loading, the 260-in. motor design will probably 
have a L/D ratio of 5. The cut dome-polar wrap design has proven to be compatible 
to the first two requirements by the 54-in. subscale test, and the winding feasibility 
relative to a L/D ratio of 5 was demonstrated during the fabrication of Vessel 3. The 
only foreseeable drawbacks to the cut dome-polar wrap design are the handling and 
installation problems associated with the tape reinforcements during fabrication. 
Fabricating a 260-in. case with an L/D ratio of 5 in the vertical position seems 
rather impractical; thus special fixturing would be required to install and hold the 
reinforcement tapes in place prior to and during the winding of a polar layer. 
An alternate design approach would be a helically wound vessel with no dome 
reinforcements. This case design would be less efficient but would be readily com-
patible with winding in the horizontal position. However, the design of the helical 
delivery system would entail considerable technical effort. 
Based on the lS- and 54-in. diameter vessel test results, a 260-in. fiberglass 
motor case would have a probable minimum Performance Factor J2Y2..of 0.53 x 106 in. 
W (0.132 MN. m / Kg) for a cut dome-polar wrap design and 0.45 x 106 in. (0.112 MN. m / Kg) 
for a helical design. Since the primary merit of a fiberglass motor case is its struc-
tural efficiency, it is recommended that a full scale case be of a cut dome-polar wrap 
design similar to that of the 54-in. subscale. It is foreseeable that the techniques and 
tooling required to properly install the tape reinforcements and properly wind the 
polar and hoop patterns could be developed. 
The mandrel tooling and fixture designs, along with the case processing pro-
cedures, would all have to be developed and proven, just as the case design concept 
was developed and proven during this program. 
>1 ) " .. ~ . 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 
A Fracture indicator in equation (18). 
C Axial compressive buckling coefficient - reference Figure 9. 
D Diameter of case (in., mm). 
E A' EB, Ecp' EO 
2 Composite extensional modulus of elasticity (psi, MN/m ). 
Eg 
F, F, 
x Y 
F g 
G 
L 
M 
N tp, NO 
N 
s 
Pol' P o2 
p 
Q 
t , t 
s c 
'.~ .~ 
F, 
z 
F 
s 
Elastic modulus of a glass filament (psi, MN/m 2). 
Composite material strength (psi, MN/m2). 
Glass filament strength (psi, MN/m2). 
2 Shear modulus (psi, MN/m ). 
Length (in., mm) 
Unit discontinuity bending moment (in. -lb/in., MN/m) 
Unit membrane load in shell (lb/in., MN/m) 
Skirt thrust loading (lb/in. , MN/m) 
Unit axial load in skirt overwrap (lb/in., MN/m) 
Polar boss blowout load (lb, N) 
2 
Pressure (pSi, MN/m ) 
Unit discontinuity shear load (lb/in., MN/m) 
Unit load along shear ply (Ib/in., MN/m) 
Radius of shell (in., mm) 
Radius of dome opening (in., mm) 
Shell thickness (in., mm) 
~ , .. : " ',.: 
, .. ' 
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v 
W 
x 
L1R 
a,a 
o 
a 
a 
fJ 
y 
w 
I 
. 3 3 Vo ume (m. , cm ) 
Weight (lb, kg) 
Axial distance (in., mm) 
Radial deflection of the shell structure (in., mm) 
Filament orientation (deg, rad) 
Polar wrap wind angle (deg, rad) 
Slope of the skirt shear ply (deg, rad) 
Slope of skirt wall in the area of the shear ply (deg, rad) 
Shear strain (in. /in., mm/mm) 
Extensional strain (in. /in., mm/mm) 
Poisson's ratio 
DenSity (lb/in. 3, kg/cm 3) 
Extensional stress in area of shear ply (psi, MN/m2) 
Glass filament stress (pSi, MN/m2) 
Critical buckling strength (pSi, MN/m2) 
Inplane shear stress (psi, MN/m2) 
Lap shear stress in shear ply (pSi, MN/m 2) 
Interlaminar shear stress (pSi, MN/m 2) 
Slope of the shell relative to the centerline (deg, rad) 
Slope of the shell relative to the tangent plane (deg, rad) 
Radial deflection of the shell wall (in., mm) 
Rotation of shell wall (deg, rad) 
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Subscripts 
A 
C 
F 
g 
S 
T 
x 
y 
Aft 
Resin-glass composite 
Forward 
Glass filament 
Skirt 
Total, tape 
Direction of filament 
Direction transverse to the filament 
Polar or helical wrap 
Hoop direction 
Axial or meridional direction 
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